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IPREAMBLE
The parties to this Agreement seek to educate young people in the democratic tradition,
to foster a recognition of individual freedom and social responsibility, to inspire
meaningful awareness of and respect for the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and to
instill appreciation of the values of individual personality. It is recognized that these
democratic values can best be transmitted in an atmosphere which is free from
censorship and artificial restraints upon free inquiry and learning, and in which
academic freedom for teacher and student is encouraged~
Academic freedom shall be guaranteed to teachers and no special limitations shall be
placed upon study, investigation, presenting and interpreting facts and ideas concerning
man, human society, the physical and biological world, and other branches of learning,
subject only to accepted standards of professional educational responsibility, and
restriction by law, policy, rules and regulations.
Freedom of individual conscience, association and expression shall be encouraged and '
fairness in procedures shall be observed both to safeguard the legitimate interests of the
schools and ~o exhibit by appropriat~ examples the basic objectives of a democratic
society .
The provisions of this Agreement and the wages, hours, terms and conditions of
employment shall be applied without regard to race, creed, religion, color, national
origin, age, sex, marital status, membership in or association with the activities of any
employee organization. The Board and the Association pledge themselves to seek to
extend the advantages of public education to every pupil without regard to 'race, creed,
religion" sex, color, or national origin and to seek to achieve full equality of educational
opportunity for all pupils.
The parties recognize that the availability of optimum facilities for both pupil and
teacher is desirable to insure the high quality of education that is the goal of the
professional staff member, the Superintendent, and the Board. It is also acknowledged
that the primary duty and responsibility of the teacher is to teach and that the
organization of the school and the, school day should be directed at insuring that the
energy of the teacher is primarily utilized to this ,end. '
In the normal course of events, before the Superintendent adopts a change in policy not
covered by this Agreement, which change shall directly affect the terms and conditions
of employment of the professional staff covered by the Agreement, including the
assignment of non-teaching duties to professional staff, the Superintendent shall notify
the President of the Association that he is considering such a change.
It is understood that in unusual or extreme situations the Superintendent must make
adjustments immediately in the aforesaid terms and conditions of employment. If such
a situation should arise, the Superintendent shall notify the Association, in writing, and
the Association shall have the right to negotiate thereon with the Superintendent
provided the Association files a written request to negotiate, limited to the proposed
change, within ten (10) school days after the receipt of notice trom the Superintendent.
The Board and the Association recognize that ~e development and implementation of
highest quality educational programs for the benefit of the students and total
community of Batavia are a common responsibility. ' '
.
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While "the legal responsibility for the education programs lies. with the Board, it is
agreed that the most. effective discharge of this responsibility is brought about by
consultation and consensus among the entire edu9ational community, which includes
the Board, the teaching staff, the non-teaching staff, the Superintendent and the
administrative staff, students, and interested citizens of Batavia.
These groups have the same ultimate aim: that of providing for all youngsters enrolled
in the Batavia City' Schools the best possible educational opportunities. This can only
be done in an educational climate which is predicated upon effective working
relationships and a common interest in the community.
'
This Agreement shall hopefully be an integral component of that educational climate.
ARTICLE 1
. ReCOgn~
.
..
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 3 J.,[day of January, 2000, by and between the
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE
CITY OF BATAVIA, New York, hereinafter referred to as the SUPERINTENDENT,
and the BATAVIA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION of Batavia, New York, hereinafter
referred to as the ASSOCIATION:
The Board of Education of the City School District of the City of Batavia does hereby
recognize the Batavia Teachers' Association as the negotiating agent for all classroom
teachers requiring certification by the New York State Education Department and
employed by the District as follows: .
Included: All full-time and part-time probationary and tenured teachers requiring
certification by the New York State Education Department 'and long-term substitute
teachers serving in place of probationary or tenured teachers for a period of twenty (20)
or more consecutive school days and registered nurses.
Excluded: Superin~endent; Assistant Superintendent for Business; Assistant
Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction Administrative Assist~t; Building
Principal(s); Assistant Principal(s); Director(s); Supervisor of Buildings and Grounds;
and any other employee(s) requiring administrative or supervisory certification by the
New York State Education Department. All long-tenn substitute teachers serving in
place of probationary or tenured teachers for nineteen (19) or less consecutive school
days are excluded as are summer school teacher(s); adult education teacher(s); teacher
aide(s); teaching assistant(s); per diem substitutes; or other. para-professionals and all
other employees.
Long-term substitutes shall not be entitled to the following provisions:
Article 6
Article 7-
Article 8
'ProbatiolUlry 'Period
Teachers' Assignments
Paragraphs 702, 703 and 704
Hiring
Paragraphs 802,803,804,805,806 and 808
Discipline and Legal Proceedings
Paragraphs 1002 and 1008
Absence From Duties
Article 10
Article 11
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301
Article 12
Paragraphs 1101.5,1101.6 and 1101.12
Leave of Absence
Paragraphs 1201, 1202, 1203, 1205 and 1207
Termination Benefits
Miscellaneous
Article 19
Article 20
This recognition shall remain in effect for the period as provided for by law. Either
party may act to modify this recognition in accordance with the law.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and
agreements herein contained, it is hereby covenanted and agreed as follows:
ARTICLE 2
DermitioDS
Board: The term "Board" means the Board of Education of the City School District of
Batavia, New.Y ork.
District: The term "District" shall mean the City Sch~ol District of the City of Batavia,
New York. . .
Elementary School: THE TERM "ELEMENTARY SCHOOL" MEANS JACKSON,
JOHN KENNEDY, ROBERT MORRIS AND/OR.GRADES K-5.
Professional Staff: The term "Professional Staff' means all members of the
professional negotiating unit covered by this Agreement as recognized by the Board
including all teaching personnel but excluding supervisory and administrative
personnel.
Secondary School: THE TERM "SECONDARY SCHOOL" MEANS BATAVIA
MIDDLE, BATAVIA mGH AND/OR GRADES 6-12.
Special Area Subject: The term "Special Area Subject" means a course of instrUction
including, but not limited to: Music, art, physical education, library, industrial arts, and
homeeconomicsclasses. .
Special Education: The term" Special Education" means courses of instruction
designed to meet the special needs of children who do not respond to conventional
education services. Basically these courses involve programs of individualized
instruction for children with handicapping conditions. .
ARTICLE 3
Payroll Deductions
Dues
301.1 At the written request of any professional staff member, the District will deduct dues or
an amount equivalent to dues for the Association and its. affiliates from the staff
member's pay. This request will remain in effect from year to year u~ess revoked in
writing to the Business Administrator with a copy to the Association President.
!,
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The District will deduct from each paycheck of each teacher who is not a member of. '
the Association an Agency Fee in an amount certified to the District in writing by the
Association. The Association 'Fees so deducted shall be remitted to the Association in
the same manner and at the same time as deducted Association dues are remitted. The
Association shall hold the District harmless against any and all claims, demands,
liabilities and judgments arising out of the operation of this paragraph.
301.3 Dues will be deducted in ten (10) equal installments beginning with the second payroll
in October and ending with the second payroll in February.
301.2
301.4 The Association shall certify to the District Business Administrator, in writing, the
current rate of the membership dues of the organizations listed in this section.
301.5 Dues deduction authorization must be in writing on a form prepared by the District
Business Administrator and must be submitted to the District Business Office on or
before the fIrSt Friday in October.
301.6 The amounts deducted will be sent biweekly to the treasurer of the Association whose
,
name shall be filed with the District Business Administrator by the Association.
302 'United Way
302.1 At the written request of any professional staff member, the District 'shall deduct
contributions to the Genesee United Way from the staff member's pay.
'
302.2 Contributions will be deducted in fifteen (15) equal installments beginning with the
second payroll in October and ending with the fIrSt payroll in May.
302.3 Authorization for contribution deductions must be in writing on a form prepared by the
District Business Administrator and must be submitted to the District Business Office
on or before the fIrSt Friday in October.' '
302.4 The amounts deducted shall be sent biweekly to the Genesee United Way.
303 Credit Union
303.1 At the written. request of any professional staff member, the District shall deduct
payments to the Tonawanda Valley Federal Credit Union from the staff member's pay.
303.2 Payments will be deducted beginning with the second payroll in October and ending
with the last payroll in June.
"
303.3
303.4
Authorization for Credit Union deductions must be in writing on a form prepared 'by the
District Business Administrator and must be submitted to the District Business Office
on or before the fust Friday in October. Once such deductions have been authorized,
the deductions shall continue to be made until a written notice of revocation of
deduction authorization is received either from the teacher or the Credit Union.
Authorization for Credit Union deduction shall not be accepted after the fust Friday in
,October ~xcept for deductions for payment of a .loan. The Business Administrator
shall, however, accept authorization for Credit-Union deductions after the fust Friday in
October from teachers who were not employed by the District on the fust Friday in
October.
8
303.5 Notification of such loan must be received by the District Business Office from the
Treasurer of the Credit Union.
303.6 The amounts deducted will be sent biweekly to the Tonawanda Valley Federal Credit
Union.
304
305
306
The Association and the District shall agree upon the forms to be used for
VOTE/COPE, NYSUT Benefit Trust, Credit Union, Association Dues, Tax Sheltered
Annuities, and United Way. Forms shall be available on or before the last day of
school for deductions to be made the following school year.
The District agrees to make the appropriate payroll deduction~ within two (2) pay
periods of the teacher's filing the proper form. Contribution changes shall be limited to
the initi~ filing and three (3) changes per school year to VOTE/COPE, T.S.A.~ NYSUT
Benefit Trust, Credit Union (provided that T.S.A. changes are statutorily allowed).
Flexible Spending Plan
306.1 The Association shall be allowed to establish a Flexible Spending Plan as outlined
under Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. The selection of the Third Party
.Administrator and all costs of the operation of the Program shall be borne by the
. Association. .
306.2 At the written request of any professional staff member, the District shall deduct
payments to the Flexible Spending Plan. Authorization must be submitted to the
District's Business Office on the appropriate form designed for this deduction.
306.3 The District agrees to make the appropriate payroll deduction within two (2) pay
periods .of filing the proper form.
306.4 The amounts deducted shall be sent to the Third Party Administrator in the manner
determined by the Third Party Administrator, Association President, Superintendent
and Business Administrator.
401
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ARTICLE 4
Payroll Procedures
Salary checks shall be issued on a payroll schedule commencing the second Friday of
the school year and thereafter every two (2) weeks during the school year.
A teacher shall be paid twenty-one (21) times per year or may at his or her request
receive twenty-six (26) payments per year with the checks number twenty-two (22)
through twenty-six (26) distributed by the District Business Office within one (1) week
after the last June payroll. .
When a regular payday falls within a vacation period during the school year, paychecks
may be picked up.at the District Business Office on payday from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Business Office closes at 3 p.m. during vacation.
9
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When. a regular payday falls on a declared school closing day, for .example, a snow day,
paychecks may be picked up at the District Business Office. on payday from 9 a.m. to
12 noon, assuming it has been possible to obtain the printed checks for distribution and
assuming Business Office staff are working. .
ARTICLE 5
Board Meeting Information
Prior to any public meeting of the Board, the Superintendent shall make available to the
Association's building representatives in each building a copy of the tentative agenda to
be covered at the meeting.
In the week following a regular Board meeting, the Superintendent shall make available
to the Association's building representatives in each building a copy of th.e minutes
approved at the meeting.
The Superintendent or his designee shall make every effort to report intended personnel
changes which require Board action to the individuals conce~ed before the information
is released to the news media or to the Association.
The Association President or hislher designee shall receive a packet of information
similar to that which is provided to the Board of Education members, minus
confidential information. This packet shall be made available on the day of a regular
Board meeting.
ARTICLE 6
Probationary Period
A professional staff member who is not performing satisfactorily during the probation
period should be told of this fact in writing as soon as possible. The rating supervisor
in each probation year should not only point out the areas of weakness, .but should give
opportunity for correction. Improvement, or lack thereof, shall be noted on the filed
rating sheet for that year. .
Professional staff members shall be given copies of all evaluation reports on
themselves, shall have access to their official District personnel folders in the
Superintendent's Office (with the exception of college transcripts and recommendations
from other than District personnel), and shall be permitted to insert their own data and
signed letters of comment.
All probationary professional staff members shall, upon request to the Superintendent,
have additional classroom observation and evaluation by a supervisor or administrator
from the District mutually selected by the Superintendent and the Association after the
member has received a negative report. The request for an additional evaluation must
be'made.withi.n ten (10) days of receipt of the negative report.. .
Professional staff denied tenure appointment shall, at their request, be granted a
conference with the Superintendent. The professional staff member may at his or her
request have an Association representative sit in on this' conference. The Superintendent
shall give reasons for dismissal of the individual upon request.
10
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605.1
Notice of Termination
In the first year of a probationary appointment, notice of termination of employment
related to professional performance shall be given to probationary staff members as
soon as possible. In the second or third years, notice shall be given as soon as possible
but in any case no later than April 1st to professional staff with a September
anniversary date of appointment, and no later than ten (10) weeks before the'
anniversary of the date of original appointment if different than September.
605.2 If the probationary period applicable to a particular professional staff member is
amended, the notice dates, above shall not be applicable.
605.3 It is understood that the termination referred to herein relate only to termination for
professional performance.
ARTICLE 7
Teachers' Assignments
701 Assignments
701.1 The Superintendent shall make a continuous effort to comply with the following
provisions for making assignments.
701.1.1 Teachers shall not be assigned outside the scope of their teaching certificate or their
major or minor field of study except for good cause.
701.1.2 The Superintendent shall upon request of the Association make available to the
Association the Excuse of Default list, if any.
701.1.3 The maximum number of weekly periods assigned to any secondary school teacher
shall be thirty (30). The usual pattern for these thirty (30) periods shall be twenty-five
(25) teaching periods and five (5) student supervisory periods (e.g., study hall, hall
duty). Every effort shall be made to rotate supervisory assignments on an annual basis.
This provision shall not preclude a teacher' from volunteering to accept teaching
periods in lieu of student supervisory periods. Both parties to this Agreement agree that
no individual shall be pressured by either party into volunteering or,not volunteering for
a sixth (6th) teaching assignment. Failure to volunteer for such additional teaching
assignments shall not be considered grounds for dismissal. A teacher's agreement to
volunteer for such additional teaching assignments shall be recorded in writing.
'
701.1.4 Every effort shall be made to minimize the number of separate courses for which each
teacher must prepare~ This clause shall not be interpreted to preclude innovations in the
curriculum.
701.1.5 Every effort shall be made to avoid assigning pupil contact 'responsibilities during a
teacher's scheduled preparation period. A secondary school teacher who is requested to
take a regular assignment, and agrees to do so, during. his or her, supervisory period
, shall be compensated at the rate of one-six (1/6) of the teacher's annual salary prorated
for the portion of the school year the teacher has six (6) classroom assignments.
/'
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'701.1.6 The nonnal weekly work assignment for teachers in the elementary schools will be
twenty-five (25) teaching hours. These twenty-five (25) hours shall include teaching
and duties not covered by Schedule C. Non-teaching duty assignments shall be filled
by volunteers fIrst. If volunteers are not available, teachers shall be assigned on an
equitable and rotating basis. Reasonable effort shall be made to provide each
classroom and special subject teacher with a thirty (30) minute planning period daily,
but in no case, shall planning time be less than one hundred fifty (150) minutes per
week.
701.1.7. The nonnal work day for teachers shall be seven (7) hours and twenty (20) minutes.
Building Principals may for good reason pennit teachers to leave buildings early. It
may be necessary from time to time for teachers to remain beyond the nonnal working
day' to assist students or to hold parent conferences in the elementary schools. The
hours established above do not preclude the scheduling of faculty meetings.
Parent conferences for the fall semester shall be scheduled in the elementary schools.
One Superintendent's Conference Day will be used for the purpose for elementary
school teachers. Spring parent conferences shall be individually scheduled if requested
by either a teacher or a parent. Additional parent conferences shall be scheduled as
needed by the individual teachers at a time convenient to the teacher and parent.
'701.1.8
'701.1.9 GENERAL FACULTY MEETINGS SHALL BE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER THE STUDENTS ARE DISMISSED FROM SCHOOL
AND IN THE ORDINARY COURSE OF EVENTS SHALL NOT BE HELD MORE
FREQUENTLY THAN. TWICE PER MONTH FOR MORE THAN ONE HOUR
EACH. .
'701.2 Any noncompensated extracurricular duties, apart from regular teaching duties, shall be
assumed on a voluntary basis.
'701.3 When a vacancy occurs in any extracurricular activity, such position will be posted in
all buildings. Anyone wishing to fill said position shall apply.in writing.
'101.4 If, in the judgment of the Building Administrator and the sponsors, a need exists, the
District shall provide and compensate, . if necessary, for the service of teacher
chaperones or teacher ticket takers at extracurricular events. The Building
Administrator shall select the compensated chaperones from among volunteers for the
position.
'101.5 If, in the judgment of the Building Administrator, the sponsors and the chaperones, if
any~ a need exists, the District shall provide and compensate for the services of a
uniformed police officer at extracurricular events.
'101.6
,
,
If the administrator and bargaining unit members of a particular school building within
the District decide to devise a new class schedule, a schedule, showing proposed class,
planning and supervisory periods and lunch times, must be presented to all eligible
members (unit members and administrators in the impacted building) at least five (5)
school days prior to a vote. .
In order for a change to be enacted, a majority of eligible members in the impacted
building, must vote approval.
Each schedule is to be reviewed and voted on by June 1st of the school year.
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. 702 Reassignments
702.1 A reassignment is defined as the change of a professional staff member's assignment
within a tenure area.
702.2 Notices of reassignment shall be given to the professional staff member as soon as
possible; and, barring unforeseen circumstances, this means not later than June 15th of
the year preceding the proposed reassignment.
.
702.3 In the event a reassignment is necessary, the vacancy shall be filled on a voluntary
basis. If no volunteers are available, or if more volunteers than necessary come
forward, length of most .recent service in the District shall be given primary but not
. exclusive consideration in making the necessary reassignments. . .
702.4
702.5
702.6
702.7
703
Involuntary reassignments shall be made only after a conference has been held between
teacher and Building Principal, at which time reasons. for the reassignment must be
outlined and given in writing. If the reassignment remains objectionable to the teacher,
a second conference shall be arranged which must include the Superintendent. A
summary of this second meeting must be placed in the teacher's personnel file.
An involuntarily reassigned professional staff member shall be notified in writing when
the same or a similar position to the original job becomes vacant. The professional
staff member shall be offered the position if the Building Principal and the
Superintendent concur that this action is in the best interest of the District. Reasons for
denial shall become a part of the professional staff member's personnel fue.
Involuntarily reassigned professional staff members shall have one (1) week after the
written .notice outlined in paragraph 5 above, to accept or reject, . in writing, a return to
the previous or similar position. This acceptance or rejection shall go to the Building
Principal and the Superintendent. Only two (2) such offers may be refused by the
professional staff member; at that point, any obligation on the part of the District to
return the professional staff member to the same or similar position shall cease.
Teachers who wish a reassignment voluntarily shall make this request, in writing, to the
appropriate Building Principal, with a copy to the Superintendent. The reasons for
refusal by a .Principal to honor this request when a vacancy exists shall be given in
writing, with the understanding that any appeal may be made by the teacher. to the
Superintendent.
Transfers
703.1 A transfer is defmed as the .change of a professional staff member's assignment from
one building to another, andlor from one tenure area. to another.
703.2 Notice of transfer shall be given to the professional. staff member as soon as possible;
and barring unexpected circumstances, this means not later than June 15 of the year
preceding the proposed transfer. .
I
I
703.3 In the event a transfer is necessary, the vacancy shall be filled on a voluntary basis. If
no volunteers are available, or if more volunteers than necessary come forward, length .
of most recent service in the District shall be given primary bu~ not exclusive
consideration in making the necessary transfers.
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703.4
703.5
Involuntary transfers shall be made only after a conference has been held between
teacher and Building Principal, at which time reasons for the transfer must be outlined
and given in writing. If the .transfer remains objectionable to th~ teacher, a second
conference shall be arranged which must include the Superintendent. A summary of
this second meeting must be placed in the teacher's personnel file.
An involuntarily transferred professional staff member shall be notified in writing when
the same or a similar position to the original job becomes vacant. The professional
.staff member shall be offer.ed the position if the Building Principal and the
Superintendent concur that this action is in the best interests of the District. Reasons
for denial shall become a part of the professional staff member's personnel file.
Involuntarily transferred professional staff members shall have one (1) week after the
written notice outlined in paragraph 5 above, to accept or reject, in writing, a return to
the previous or similar position. This acceptance or rejection shall go to the Building
Principal and the Superintendent. Only two (2) such offers may be refused by the
professional staff member; at that point, any obligation on the part of the District to
.
return the professional staff member. to the same or similar position shall cease.
703.7 Any professional staff member who wishes voluntarily to' be transferred, and who
.makes that request in writing to the Superintendent, with a copy to the appropriate
. Building Principals, shall be guaranteed an interview for the first applicable vacancy
which occurs.
703.6
703.8 Any teacher within the District who accepts a position in the Administrative and
Supervisory unit and later returns to a teacher status shall. return to that. step on the
.teacher salary schedule that he or she would have been on had he or she remained a
teacher. . .
704 Special Area Subjects
704.1 Special area subject teachers are to begin their teaching schedules the first full day of
school. .
704.2 Substitutes trained for these specific areas are to be obtained in case of absence when
available. .
704.3 If qualified substitutes for special area teachers in secondary schools are not available;
their classes shall be given study periods. Where it is reasonable to do so, because of
the number and character of the students in these classes, the students may be assigned
to existing study halls.
704.4 Substitutes for special area subject teachers in the elementary s~hools 'are to be those
trained in elementary school teaching if a qualified' substitute in that area is not
available. .
704.5 The regular classroom teacher shall not be required .to establish grades or rate students
with respect to their performance in special area subject classes. .
704.6 The regular. classroom teacher who is relieved by special area subject teaching as
defined above, shall be permitted to use the time at his or her discretion unless the
curriculum of the special area subject makes it necessary or advisable for the regular
classrooJ;ll teacher to assist the special area subjects classroom teacher. .
14
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IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION IS A NON-TENURED, NON-PROBATIONARY
POSmON UNDER SCHEDULE B. CANDIDATES FOR TillS POSITION SHALL
BE REQUIRED TO HAVB NO MORE THAN THREE (3) YEARS OF COLLEGE.
THESE POSITIONS ARE ANNUALLY VULNERABLE TO BUMPING BY
PROBATIONARY OR TENURED TEACHERS EXCESSED FOR LACK OF
ENROLLMENT OR PROGRAM CUTS. EXCESSED TEACHERS WHO BUMP
INTO ISS Wll..L REMAIN AT THEIR TEACHING RATE OF PAY. TEACHERS
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN ISS POSItIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO
REAPPLY ANNUALL Y UNDER THESE CONDITIONS.
Class Size
The Superintendent .shall maintain class sizes consonant with sound teaching practices
and State Education Department directives.. .
ARTICLE 8
Hiring.
As positions on the professional staff become available throughout the regular school
year, such positions shall be announced to all professional staff members by means of a
written bulletin. Batavia professional staff members may request a reassignmeot or
transfer to such open positions.
Whenever a position becomes vacant as a result' of a resignation, retirement, or a
termination during the school year and a regular substitute has been teaching the class
or.classes of a professional staff member on an extended leave of absence, the regular
substitute may be appointed to the position without an announcement per 801.
Recommendations to the Superintendent for hiring of all professional staff shall be
made by the building Principal where the vacancy exists. In the case of vacancy for a
professional staff position that services two (2) or more buildings, the recommendation
shall be a joint recommendation by.the respective building principaIs. In recognition of
the expertise and value of the opinion of members of the professional staff, the
principal in each building shall develop strategies to receive the advice of the
professional staff. .
All things being equal, Batavia staff members shall be given primary consideration for
available summer school positions. In hiring the staff for summer school, the Director
of Summer School shall take into consideration, among other things, whether the
applicant has participated in the summer school previously, the number of years the
applicant has participated in the' program, and the quality of the applicant's performance
in the summer school program. .
ARTICLE 9 ~'I,)
Working Conditions
The Board shall make available restrooms and lavatory facilities exclusively for teacher
use and at least one (1) room appropriately furnished shall be reserved .for use as a
faculty lounge. Coffee, and soft drinks shall be permitted in the faculty lounge.
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The Superintendent of Schools and 'the Association agree that a smoke-free
environment is vital to the entire school conununity. To achieve this, assistance shall
be available to those who request help to quit smoking. The District shall obtain a letter
from the medical insurance camer, a letter which includes what forms of assistance are
covered by the District's insurance coverage.
A semi-private telephone shall be made available for teachers for District business
calls. '
To the extent reasonably and fiscally possible, adequate, safe and lighted parking
facilities shall be made available to professional staff.
Every effort shall be made to provide adequate facilities, eq~ipment, supplies and
teaching materials for professional staff to carry out their instructional program in each
school.
Every effort shall be made to provide each full-time teacher with his or her own
classroom. If this is not possible, every effort shall be made to provide an adequately
furnished work area and to keep room changes for teachers to a minimum.
All teachers shall have at least a thirty (30) minute duty-free uninterrupted lunch period.
906.1 It is understood that in case of emergency, teachers ~ay be required to interrupt their
lunch period in order to meet any such emergency.
906.2 Teachers may leave the school during the lunch period by notifying the main office. It
is understood that this procedure shall be allowed so long as the Building Principal is
,satisfied that enough teachers remain on the school premises to 'meet the contingency of
any unforeseen emergency.
906.3 Teachers who are required to trav,el between different school buildings shall be
provided with a full lunch period and a planning period.
906.4 Each member of the b~gaining unit is required to sign-in and sign-out showing the
time of arrival and departure if done during the course of their assigned workday.
Members who leave early or during the course of their assigned workday will notify the
building principal of their intention prior to their leaving.
907
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909
Attendance at Parent-Teacher Association meetings by teachers shall be voluntary
except that they shall be required to attend on "back-to-school" night or its equivalent.
Teachers shall make every effort to attend programs where their participation would be
deemed appropriate. If a city-wide task force composed of representatives of the
Association, the Parent-Teacher Association, the Board and the school administration
can be formed to discuss restructuring the formal relationships between parents and
teachers into a more appropriate and meaningful format, the Association shall
participate so long as,the other parties continue to participate.
Professional staff members shall be provided', with lunch areas apart from those
provided for the students.
'
The Superintendent shall involve the Association in the development of the school
calendar proposal he presents to the Board. If the Board. wishes to make. substantive'
changes in the c~endar that is presented to them, the Superintendent shall request that
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the Board take no final action on the calendar until after the Superintendent has an
opportunity to meet with the Association Calendar Committee on the proposed
~hanges. The calendar may include three (3) Superintendent's Conference Days. The
Association shall have an opportunity for input in the planning of these conferences.
The work years for 1999-2000,2000-2001 and 2001-2002 shall commence Labor Day
and end on the date set forth on the calendar. Each work year shall not exceed one
hundred eighty-five (185) days, the distribution of which shall be handled by the
Calendar Committee as set forth above.
The District 'shall reimburse a professional staff member for the cost of repair or
replacement, whichever is less, of clothing or personal effects damaged or destroyed as
a result of the teacher doing work within the scope of his or her employment provided,
. however, that the loss is not caused by the negligence of the claimant or because the
claimant took unreasonable risks in wearing clothing or having personal effects
unsuitable to the work being done and the conditions there existing. This section is not
intended to provide reimbursement for repair or replacement of clothing tom or
otherwise damaged by contact with rough or sharp school furnishings, Le., stockings
tom on a rough desk, a jacket sleeve tom on a piece of playground equipment.
Every effort shall be made by the District to schedule appointments for required
physical examinations during regular school hours; if this is not possible, the
examinations may be scheduled on Saturdays or other non-school times .with at least
three (3) weeks advance notice.
A teacher shall be given a copy of all evaluations and any letters of complaint or
commendations, when such information is placed in his or her file in the
Superintendent's office. The date of receipt of such information in the Superintendent's
office shall be noted on the document. In such cases on complaint or negative
evaluation, the teacher has the right to attach a rebuttal or explanation which shall also
be added to the teacher's file.
913.1 The parties agree to negotiate a side letter by January 1, 1998 concerning the
confidentiality of medical records of employees so that the records are not inadvertently
disclosed. .
914 Student Teacher Programs
914.1 Participation in a Student Teacher Program by any professional staff member shall be
entirely voluntary. No teacher shall alter his or her teaching style or curricular
offerings to accommodate a Student Teaching Program unless he or she does so freely
and willingly, and with the consent of the appropriate District Supervisors.
914.2 No trainees (student teachers or others) will be employed to replace District
professional staff or positions while participating in their Student Teaching Program.
No Student Teaching Program will be designed for the purpose of aiding teachers
because of class size increases due to staff cuts or attrition. . .
914.3 . Annual review of any Student Teaching Program is required. Any remuneration for
participation.in a Student Teacher Program may be taken in any form the college offers.
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915 Skin Tests and X-rays
915.1 . Skin tests shall be required as part of the initial employment physical examination and
of the tenure physical examination. If they are negative, skin tests shall be scheduled
every five (5) yearS thereafter.
915.2 . If the. skin tests noted above are positive, then any of the following is acceptable:
915.2.1 A one (1) year rpedication program, which shall remove the need for any further testing
or X-rays.
915.2.2. An initial X-ray, followed by X-rays every two (2) years thereafter or whenever active
symptoms are clearly identified.
915.2.3 A signed statement from a family physician every two (2) years guaranteeing. that the
employee is free of any active symptoms of tuberculosis. .
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A committee to study evaluation/observation shall be formed within sixty (60) days
following the receipt of a written request from either party. The Association President
and the Superintendent shall meet. to agree on the procedures and specific goals of this
committee, within thirty (30) days after receipt of the request. The aforementioned
committee shall forward its final report to the Superintendent and the Association
President no later than ninety (90) days following the first meeting of the committee.
ARTICLE 10
Discipline and Legal Proceedings
The Superintendent recognizes the' responsibility of the school administration to give all
reasonable support and assistance to teachers with respect to maintenance of control
and discipline in the classroom. Whenever it appears to the classroom teacher that a
particular student requires the attention of special counselors, physicians or other
professional persons, the Superintendent shall take reason~ble steps to assist the teacher
in the handling of said student.
At the written request of either party to this Agreement a Joint Study Committee shall
be established to evolve a disciplinary policy for the District.
1002.1 The Joint Study Committee shall be comprised of persons representative' of the
following groups: teachers, adniinistrators, students, parents. and the Board.
1002.2 The Association shall appoint. representatives to the Joint Study Committee. The
Superintendent shall appoint representatives of his choice.
1002.3 The Joint Study Committee shall prepare a. written policy for the handling of
disciplinary problems within the educational framework of the. Batavia City School
District taking into account among other factors the educational goals and philosophy
of the District and the variations of the disciplinary problem among the several school
buildings in the District.
1002.4 It is further recommended by both parties to this Agreement that after the report of the
Joint Study Committee is presented, subcommittees should be formed in the individual .
school buildings to develop procedures for the handling of disciplinary. problems in the
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individual schools taking into consideration, among other things, the report of the Joint
Study Committee and the peculiar disciplinary problems of the individual school.
A teacher shall have the right to remove a pupil from the classroom when, in the
opinion of the teacher, the seriousness of the pupil's offense or persistence of the pupil's
misbehavior is disruptive to the teaching-learning process. In such cases the pupil shall
be sent to the Principal's office and. the teacher shall forthwith inform the Building
Principal or his or her designee that the pupil has been removed. As promptly as the
teacher's teaching obligations will allow, the teacher shall report the full particulars of
the situation to the Building Principal or his or her designee. The student who has been
removed shall not be returned to the classroom until the teacher has deliberated 'with the
Building Principal or his or her designee.
Any case of assault upon a teacher by a student shall be promptly reported by the
teacher to the Building Principal and the Superintendent. The teacher'shall be' provided
with legal counsel to advise him or her of his or her rights and obligations arising out
the assault
1004.1 The teacher shall be given reasonable assistance in the handling of the incident by law
enforcement and judicial authorities.
1004.2 The teacher will be given time off with pay to attend to legal proc~dings arising out of
the assault.
1005
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The Board shall save harmless and protect all professional staff members from financial
loss arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of alleged negligence
or other acts resulting in accidental bodily injury to any person within or without the
school building provided such member of the professional staff at the time of the
accident or injury was acting in the discharge of his or her duties when in the scope of
his or her employment and/or under the direction of said Board. The Board shall not be
subject to the aforesaid duty unless' the professional staff member delivers, within ten
(10) days from the time he or she is served with any summons, complaint, process,
notice, demand or pleading, the original or a copy of the same to the Board or its duly
designated representative.
'
The Board shall provide an attorney or attorneys and pay such attorneys' fees and
expenses necessarily incurred in the defense of a professional staff member in any civil
or criminal action taken against any professional staff member of the District while in
the discharge of his or her duties within the scope of his or her employment. The Board
shall not be subjected to the aforesaid responsibility unless the professional staff
member involved delivers, within ten (10) days of the time he or she is served with any
summons, complaint, process, notice, demand or pleading, the original or a copy of the
same to the Board or its duly designated representative.
No action shall be taken on any complaint by a parent of a student directed,toward a
teacher before such matter is reported to the teacher concerned. This does not preclude
informal discussion with appropriate personnel. Nor shall any notice of such a
complaint be included in the teacher's personnel, folder before the matter is reported in
writing to the teacher involved. ITthe complaint is determined to be groundless, it shall
not be included in the personnel folder.
A detention period may be established in each school building for use by the Principal,
Assistant Principal or Dean of Students. The Detention Supervisor shall be
compensated by the Board if such a period is used.
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ARTICLE 11
Absence from Duties
1101 Sick Leave
1101.1 An experienced teacher coming into the Batavia City Schools may, in the discretion of
the Superintendent, be credited with up to one-half (1/2) of the sick days he or she
accumulated while employed in another school district.
1101.2 A total of thirteen (13) days of sick leave per year will be granted to full-time
professional staff. Said days may be accumulated to a maximum of:
1999-00: Two hundred (200) days
2000-01: Two hundred (200) days
2001-02: Two hundred (200) days
1101.3 Sick leave days shall be credited to the professional staff member as of the first day of
school. It is understood that if a problem arises' because a professional staff member
uses his or her full allotment of sick leave days to which he or she is entitled for the
year and then leaves before the year ends, provision for reimbursement to the District
must be made.
Each unit member, prior to the start of the 1997-98 school year, will donate one (1) day
as membership in the bank. If at the end of any subsequent school year, the total
number of available days to the bank drops below 125 days, each member will once
again be assesed one (1) additional day. Any professional staff member who has used
up his or her accumulated sick leave may apply to a special Extended Leave Committee
and request additional sick leave from the employee contributed bank. Each request
shall be judged individually and no extension of sick leave may go beyond the current
school year in which it is granted. All requests for help from the bank must be in
writing, addressed to the President of the Association with a copy to the
Superintendent. If the Business Administrator is not present when the Committee
makes its decision, the President of the Association will convey the results of the
Extended Leave Committee's decision to the Business Administrator within five (5)
days after the Committee has met.
1101.5 The Association shall have full discretion in forming and naming the members to the
Extended Leave Committee so long as the Committee includes the Superintendent
and/or the Business Administrator, the President of the Association, and a member of
the Board among its membership.
1101.4
1101.6 The Association shall be responsible for convening the Extended Leave Committee.
Their decisions are to be rendered not less than two (2) weeks before the end of each
semester for which the Committee wishes to grant the extended leave.
1101.7 Salary for days absent in excess of those accumulated by the individual professional
staff member shall be deducted from the staff member's pay until the Extended Leave
Committee accords additional sick leave to the professional staff member, at which
time the staff member will be reimbursed for the number of days approved by the
Extended Leave Committee.
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1101.8 Absences in excess of three (3) consecutive days require a written note of explanation
from the professional staff member. The note may be accompanied by a doctor's
certificate if the staff member wishes. Whenever there is a reasonable suspicion that
the sick leave benefits are being abused, the Superintendent may require a doctor's
certificate. Failure to present the certificate within two (2) weeks after request by the
Superintendent shall result in a deduction from salary in an amount equivalent of
1/200th of the individual's annual salary for each day of absence.
1101.9 Except as otherwise specified in this Agreement, sick leave may be used only for
personal sickness or physical disability including any personal sickness or physical
disability connected with pregnancy. Sick leave may not be used while a professional
staff member is on an unpaid leave of absence.
1101.10 Accumulated sick leave may be .used by a professional staff member who finds it
. necessary to remain with a sick member of the immediate family or household so long
as not more than seven (7) days of accumulated sick leave are used for that purpose in
any school year.
1101.10.1 "Immediate Family" means wife, husband, child, parent,. brother or sister.
1101.10.2 "Household" includes a person or persons who reside permanently with the staff
member.
1101.10.3. The term "sickness" includes pregnancy only in cases where the husband is
needed at home, or where in the absence of the husband, the mother-to-be is residing
permanently with the staff member. .
1101.11 Accumulated sick leave may also. be used to attend funerals or to make arrangements
after the death of a close relative including uncles, aunts, in-laws or others residing in
the household who are not members of the immediate family so long as not more than
five (5) days of accumulated sick leave are used for that purpose in any school year.
1101.12 A. summer school teacher shall be permitted one (I) sick day per summer session
accumulated to three (3) days to be used only during summer sessions. .
1101.13 Any person who has an eleven (I I)-month assignment and who becomes sick or
disabled on a day that person is scheduled to work during the school summer recess
may use accumulated sick leave for the period of illness or disability only if the work
assigned could not be done at another time during the year.
1101.14 Any person who has a twelve (12)-month assignment and who becomes sick or
disabled on a working day during the summer recess may use accumulated sick leave
for the period of illness or disability.
1102 Bereavement Days
A member of the professional staff may be absent for up to four (4) days with pay for
each death in the immediate family, including spouse, child, parent, brother, sister,
mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparent or last close relative for whom the
professional staff member is responsible for making funeral arrangements. This
provision shall not permit any person to use bereavement days and accumulated sick
leave for anyone death. These days shall not be deducted from sick leave. .
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1103 Personal Days
1103.1 Three (3) school days per year shall be allowed for personal leave days. If used, these
three (3) days shall be deducted from sick leave.
1103.2 Notification of intent to take a personal leave day must be given to the Building
Principal at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the day on which the
professional staff member plans to be absent. This provision shall not apply in cases of
emergency. It is understood that the reason for requiring notification is so that the
Building Principal can insure adequate staffmg of the building.
1103.3 Unused personal leave days shall be added to accumulated sick leave but only to the
maximum of:
1999-00: Two hundred (200) days
2000-01: Two hundred (200) days
2000-02: Two hundred (200) days
1103.4 In case of emergency need for a personal leave day, the professional staff member is to
notify, by telephone, his or her Building Principal or duly designated agent or some
other person who can make arrangementsfor a substitute.
'
1103.5 Because it is recognized that unusual and unique situations may arise in any given year"
the District shall establish a noncumulative bank of twenty (20) personal leave days
which shall be available to the professional staff. The bank of twenty (20) days shall be
handled by the Extended Leave Committee in the, same manner as extended sick leave
requests are handled. .
1103.6 Personal days are to be used for urgent matters which cannot be scheduled or conducted
outside of the school day and may not be used for recreation purposes, income
purposes, or to extend a holiday or vacation in any way.
1104 Jury Duty
No deduction from pay shall be made as a result of a professional staff member :t>eing
absent for jury duty. It'is understood, however, that the money earned for jury duty is
to be given to the District if the jury duty was during the normal school working hours.
Court Subpoena1105
No deduction from pay shall be made if a staff member must be absent in order to
respond to a court subpoena in a matter in which the staff member is a disinterested
party or to appear as a witness in a grievance arbitration hearing pursuant to this
Agreement. A full deduction from salary or the use of a personal leave day, shall be
necessary if the staff member is required to be in court because he or she is an
interested party unless the case is school-related.
Visiting Days1106
All teachers in the District and especially beginning teachers are encouraged to plan
visits to other classrooms both within the District and without. The appropriate
Building Principal shall use his or her discretion in granting permission for a requested
visit. When necessary, the Building Principal or the teacher in question will consult
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with the Superintendent on the approval of visiting days. A teacher shall not incur any' .
reduction in pay for taking an approved visiting day.
Conference Days.1107
No pay shall be deducted from a professional staff member who attends a conference or
professional meeting for which attendance he or she has received advance approval
from the Superintendent.
Absence Without Pay1108
Subject to demonstrating a just cause and at least two (2) school days of advance notice
in writing to the appropriate Building Principal, any professional staff member may be
absent from his or her duties without pay. This written notice shall set forth the reason
for needing the absence and shall become a part of the staff member's folder. In the
event of any emergency, this clause shall not apply.
Association Delegates
.
1109
The duly elected delegates to the New York State United Teachers' Representative
Assemblies and the duly elected delegates to the Annual Meeting or the New York
State Teachers' Retirement System shall be permitted to attend annual meetings without
loss of salary or leave time or other employee benefits. The Association agrees to send
to the Superintendent a list of .the aforesaid delegates as soon as reasonably possible.
College Class Attendance1110
A professional staff member who has obtained permission from the Superintendent to
attend approved college classes shall not be required to attend after-school meetings
unless, in the opinion of the Superintendent, it is absolutely necessary that the
professional staff member be present at such an after-school meeting. It is understood
that regardless of other. conflicts all teachers are expected to attend one back -to-school
night or its equivalent.
Association President.1111
The President of the Association, shall, if a secondary teacher, be relieved of homeroom
duties, study hall duties and all extracurricular duties not voluntarily assumed; if an
elementary teacher, his or her schedule shall be so arranged as to provide for a forty-
five (45) consecutive minute period of unscheduled time each day for' the purpose of
carrying out Association business.
It is understood that if the aforesaid scheduling is unfeasible, the President shall work
out an equitable alternative with his or her Building Principal. In the event the Vice
President of the Association must assume the duties of the Association President, this
section shall apply to the Vice President as. soon as possible. (See Section 2007)
1112 Responsibility for Claims
It shall be the responsibility of each professional staff member to submit his or her own
claims or advance notices for any of the aforesaid types of leave with or without pay.
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Jl113 Workmen's Compensation Payments
Jl113.1 Workmen's Compensation payments made to the teacher during the time the teacher is
receiving full pay shall be reimbursed to the Board.
.
JL113.2 Compensation payments received by the Board of Education are to be used to restore
proportionate sick leave credit to the teacher.
1113.3 At the expiration of all sick leave credit, compensation payments shall be paid directly
to the claimant.
ARTICLE 12
Leaves of Absence
1201 Child-Rearing Leave
1201.1 A professional staff member on permanent appointment to the professional staff or on .
probationary status is eligible for child-rearing leave wi~out pay.
1201.2 A written request for child-rearing leave shall be submitted as soon as is reasonable
under all of the circumstances, but in no case later than four (4) months before the
anticipated commencement of the leave, in order to afford the District. the greatest
opportunity to retain a qualified substitute.
1201~3 The request for child-rearing leave shall include the date when the professional staff
member wishes to commence leave and the date when the staff member anticipates
returning to teaching duties. ..
1201.4 The professional staff member shall write the Superintendent not later than November 1
in the fall semester, nor later than April! in the spring semester,. before the expiration
of the requested leave, advising the Superintendent of the staff member's plans for the
next school term. Unless an extension is requested and granted, the professional staff
member shall either return to service. at the expiration of the leave, or the Board shall
terminate the staff member's services. . .
1201.5 If a professional staff member wishes to terminate a child-rearing leave prior to the
termination date originally requested by the professional staff member, application may
be made to the Superintendent. If there is an available position and if the
Superintendent determines that it is in the best interests of the District's teaching
program to permit the early termination, the professional staff member may be
permitted to return to employment in the District at a mutually agreeable time.
1201.6 A child-rearing leave of absence may be granted for a period not to exceed one (1) full.
school year following the school year in which the .leave began. .
1201.7 A child-rearing leave shall be available only during the pregnancy or during the period
immediately following the birth to or adoption by a professional staff member of a
child. . .
1201.8 If a professional staff member commences a 'child-rearing leave prior to the time she
becomes disabled due to pregnancy andlor child birth, said professional staff member
shall not be entitled to use her sick leave benefits under Section 1101 for the period of
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physical disability. If the professional staff member continues to work until she
becomes disabled due to pregnancy and/or child birth, in addition to the sick leave
benefits under Section 1101 for physical disability, she is eligible for this child-rearing
leave to commence after her physical disability has ceased.
Sabbatical Leave1202
Sabbatical leaves shall be granted in accordance with the following provisions and
applicable State'Law:
1202.1 Up to three (3) professional staff members may be given sabbatical leave for use during
anyone (1) fiscal year of the District.
1202.2 Sabbatical leave may be .granted for one (1) year at one-half (1/2) annual salary or for
one-half (1/2) year at full salary.' .
1202.3 During the te~ of the sabbatical leave, all fringe benefits and salary increments shall
continue to accrue, including the payment of health insurance premiums by the District.
1202.4 Formal application for sabbatical leave must be filed with the Superintendent no later
than February 1 of the school year preceding the requested leave time.
1202.4.1 A committee shall be formed to consider and make recommendations to the
Superintendent concerning Sabbatical Leave applications. One unit member, who has
previously been granted a Sabbatical, shall be appointed by the Association President.
Oth~r members of the committee shall be appointed by the Superintendent.
1202.4.2 Decisions of the Board with respect to the granting of sabbatical leave shall be made
prior to April 1 of the school year preceding the requested leave time, and the profes-
sional staff members who have applied for sabbatical leave shall be notified of the
decision of the Board at that time.
1202.5 The Association understands that a professional staff member who is given a sabbatical
leave is expected to return to the Batavia City Schools for 'at least one (1) year aft~r the
taking of the sabbatical' leave. The Association shall exert its influence to effectuate
this policy. If violations of this policy occur, it may become necessary to require that
professional staff members who do not return after a sabbatical leave reimburse the
District for any salary paid during the sabbatical leave.
1202.6 Professional staff members are eligible for sabbatical leave after seven (7) consecutive
years. of service for the District. It is understood that sabbaticals are not automatic.
1202.7 Applications for sabbatical leaves will be judged by evaluating the past performance' of
the professional staff member who is applying, and the value and relevance of the
proposed.leave program to the District.
1202.8 The policy with respect to sabbatical leaves shall be reevaluated as necessary.
1203 Officer in Professional Organization
A leave of absence without pay shall be granted to any professional staff member who
is elected to an office in a state or national teachers' organization which office would
require the full-time attention of the professional staff member. The year of absence for
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this purpose shall be. counted as a year of experience for purposes of placement on the
salary schedule when the staff member returns to the System. .
Other Leaves of Absence1204
1204.1 For good reasons shown, the Superintendent shall recommend to' the Board that a .
professional staff member who has contracted a long-term illness be given a leave of
absence without pay. Such a leave of absence may be granted in accordance with the
following provisions:
1204.1.1 A written statement from the staff member's physician specifying the nature of the
illness and that it is going to be a long-term illness mtist be sent to the Superintendent.
1204.1.2 Before the staff member is reinstated, approval by a physician retained by the District.
shall be requested.
1204.1.3 Salary increments shall not accrue during the period of an illness without payor leave
of absence nor shall any fringe benefits accrue during such a period.
1204.2 The Superintendent generally shall recommend to the Board a one (1) year leave of
absence for any professional staff member for the purpose of returning to school for
further education, or for other compelling reasons.
1205 Maintenance of Insurance Benefits
Professional staff members on leave of absence whose insurance premiums are not
being paid by the District shall be permitted to maintain their insurance benefits at a
group rate for a period of one (1). year by reimbursing the group carner. The District.
shall continue to pay insurance premiums for professional staff members on sabbatical
leaves of absence. In the discretion of the Superintendent, the District may continue to
pay insurance premiums for professional staff members on long-term illness leaves.
These provisions shall not apply if the professional staff member leaves the District to
take other employment.
1206 Military Obligation
It is understood that professional staff members with an annual two (2)-week military
obligation are encouraged to fulfill that obligation at such time as it will have the least
effect on the operation of the District.
General Conditions Applicable to Leaves of Absence1207
JL207.1 If the leave of absence is granted before the expiration of the probationary period, the
staff member must complete the'unexpired portion of the probationary period satisfac-
torily upon return from leave before permanent appointment is granted.
JL207.2 A professional staff member returning to the District after leave shall be credited with
the accumulated sick leave, seniority, salary step and other benefits and privileges the
staff member had when the leave commenced. The only exceptions to this provision
are noted in' the sections covering sabbatical leave and leave for an office in a
professional.organization. '
Jl207.3 A professional staff member returning from a leave of absence will be placed in .a
position which is the same or similar to the one which was .held previous to 'the leave.
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1301
Mini Sabbaticals
The Superintendent and Association President shall establish a coriunittee to develop
guidelines for Mini-Sabbaticals.
ARTICLE 13
Health Insurance
The District will provide Blue Cross policy number 1988-89 for all full time members
of the professional staff, with coverage to be as comprehensive as that provided during
1993-96. In addition, the District will provide a major .~edical rid~r to the
aforementioned policy providing the same coverage as was provided during 1988-89.
This coverage will also include the following riders:
Benefit Effective Date
Emergency Ambulance Rider
$1.00/$5.00 Co-Pay Prescription Drug
Dependent Family Member
Coverage Rider 8
Outpatient Testing Rider 12
JulyJ,1981 .
August 1, 1993
October 15, 1983
July 1, 1984
1301.1 Effective July 1, 1998, members of the negotiating unit will pay 5% of the premium
amount for individual and family coverage.
.
1301.2 Effective August 1, 1997, the District will have the right to change health insurance
carriers as long as unit member's levels of coverage and benefits remain the same as
they were in effect on June 30, 1997.
1302
1303
1304
Double Coverage -Proof shall be supplied by the employee to the Business Office that
"Double Coverage" does not exist. Proof shall consist of a yearly signed statement so
indicating, by the individual teacher. A form for this purpose shall be provided by the
District. .
If the employee is covered by the spouse's plan which is at least equivalent to that
provided by the District, then the teacher shall not be eligible for coverage. Where the
husband and wife are both employed by the District the District's liability shall not
exceed the cost of one Family Plan.
Coverage shall begin as soon as possible after the fIrst day of employment and will
terminate within one (1) month after the staff member resigns from or is terminated by
the District except as provided in Section 1908.
Any professional staff member who retires from the District may continue coverage
under the terms of this Article by compensating the District an amount equal to the
premium cost to the District for such coverage on a semiannual basis. It is understood
that the provisions of this paragraph will be applicable only so long as applicable law
and Blue Cross regulations permit retired professional staff members to be included in
the District insurance group. This benefit is in addition to those set forth in Article 19.
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A committee to study alternate health insurance programs shall be established by the
Association President and the Superintendent of Schools when there is a mutually
agreed upon need by the parties. The committee shall be composed of three (3)
representatives appointed by the Association and three (3) representatives appointed by
the District. The aforementioned committee shall forward its final report to the
Superintendent and the Association.
Effective January 1, 2000 prescription co-payments will be increased to $5.00 for
generic and $10.00 for legend for each prescription. Prescription co-payments are not
eligible to be submitted for major medical coverage.
1l306.1 Effective January 1, 2001 the major medical deductible for individuals will be
increased to $100.00 and $300.00 for family coverage.
Jl307 It is understood that due to the fact that Blue CrosslBlue Shield of WNY may
discontinue their High Option Dental Program, the District and the Association agree to
obtain Dental coverage from Health Economics Group Inc.
. It is further understood that Health Economics Group Inc. shall provide coverage equal
to, or greater than the District's current coverage for a cost of $150.00 per full time
employee. .
It is understood that if the District's cost for dental coverage claims exceeds the ceiling
of $150 X FI'Es, the Association agrees to reimburse the District for the excess claims.
The method' for reimbursement shall be determined by the Business Administrator and
the President of the Association.
It is further understood that if the cost of claims falls below the ceiling of $150 x FrEs, ..
the difference shall be placed in a dental insurance reserve at the end of that fiscal year,
to be used exclusively for dental coverage purposes. .
It is understood that the total FrEs used in the calculations as outlined above shall be
determined as of June 30 of each fiscal year.
It is understood that the change in dental carriers shall become effective July 1, 1995.
ARTICLE 14
Grievance Procedure
1401 Declaration of Purpose
It is the purpose of this procedure to secure at the lowest possible administrative level,
equitable solutions to alleged grievances of professional staff members.
1402 Definitions
1402.1 Aggrieved Party: Aggrieved party shall mean any professional staff member or group
of professional staff members covered by this Agreement and filing a grievance.
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1402.2 Grievance: 1 A grievance is a dispute or controversy arising out of the application or'
interpretation of this Agreement. '
1402.3 Hearing Officer: . Hearing officer shall mean any individual or board charged with the
duty of hearing issues and rendering decisions at any stage of the procedures hereunder.
1402.4 Party-In-Interest: Party-in-interest shall mean any party named in a grievance who is
not the aggrieved party.
1403
1403.1
General Procedure
Eacl:t written grievance shall include the name and' position of the aggrieved party, the
specific article and section of this Agreement involved in the grievance, the time and
place where the events or conditions constituting the alleged grievance existed, the
identity of the party allegedly responsible for causing the existence of the sai'd events,
or conditions if known, arid a statement of the nature of the grievance and the redr~ss
sought by the aggrieved party. Standard forms for the presentation of grievances shall
be prepared jointly by the Association and the Superintendent and made available to
any aggrieved party through the offices of the Association and the Superintendent.
1403.2 The Association may submit a grievance as an aggrieved party directly at Stage Three
of this procedure.
1403.3 Except as otherwise provided at Stage One of this procedure, an aggrieved party and
any party-in-interest shall have the right to confront and cross-examine all witnesses
called against him, to testify and to call witnesses.
'
1403.4 Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the right of any professional
staff member having an alleged grievance to discuss the matter informally with any
appropriate supervisor or member of the administration.
1403.5 The existence of the grievance procedure hereby established shall not be deemed to
require any teacher to pursue the remedies here provided.
1403.6 The preparation and processing of grievances, insofar as practicable, shall be conducted
during the regular school day. Every effort ,will be made to avoid involvement of
students in any phase of the grievance procedure. .
1403.7 The Superintendent and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation which may
be required. Both parties agree to honor reasonable requests for relevant material,
documents, communications and records concerning the alleged grievance.
1403.8 Any records dealing with the alleged grievances shall be filed separately from the '
personnel rue of the aggrieved party.
1403.9 The seeking of relief pursuant to this procedure shall constitute a waiver of any right to
seek the same or similar relief in any other form; and the seeking of relief in any other
form shall constitute a 'waiver of the right to pursue a grievance hereunder.
ITbe contractual grievance procedure relates only to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
It is understood that nothing herein shall preclude a member of the professional staff from filing
a grievance pursuant to the grievance procedure adopted by the Board for all employees of the
District in accordance with Article 16 of the General Municipal Law.
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]l403.10 At all stages 'of the procedure hereunder, the aggrieved party shall have the right to
proceed either alone or with a representative of his choosing. If the aggrieved party
does not choose to have a 'representative of the Association represent him, the
Association shall nonetheless be given a written copy of any decision at all stages
hereunder, and in addition, the Association shall have the right to be present, regardless
of the aggrieved party's desires, at all stages hereunder except the informal stage.
Time Limits]l404
][404.1 No alleged grievance shall be entertained and any alleged grievance will be deemed
waived unless presented at the fIrst available stage within fifteen (15) school days after
the aggrieved party knew or should have known of the act or condition on which the
grievance is based, except any grievance which arises during the month of June or
during the school summer recess, shall be presented at the firstJlvailable stage within
fifteen (15) calendar days after the aggrieved party knew or should have known of the
act or conditions on which the grievance is based. '
1404.2 If an aggrieved party fails to appeal an unsatisfactory disposition of his or her alleged
grievance to the next step of the procedure within the specified time limit, the grievance
shall be deemed to be discontinued and further appeal shall be barred.
1404.3 Failure at any step of the grievance procedure to communicate a decision to the
aggrieved party within the time limits specified shall permit the lodging of an appeal at
the next step of the procedure within the time which would have been allotted had the
decisions been communicated on the final day.
1404.4 The time limits provided may be extended by mu~al agreement in writing between the
aggrieved party and the Superintendent.
1404.5 In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 1, every effort will be made to speed up
the grievance procedure so that it may be completed prior to the end of the school term.
1405 Stage One: Informal Stage
1405.1 A professional staff member having an 'alleged grievance shall discuss it with his or her
immediate supervisor appropria~e to the situation with the objective of resolving the
matter informally. ' " ,
1405.2
1406
1406.1
The grievant shall have the right to proceed at this informal stage either alone or with a
representative of the Association. If the grievant does not choose to have a representa-
tive of the Association present at the informal conference hereunder, and the grievance
is resolved at that stage, the Association shall be informed in writing of the resolution
of the grievance., ',' ,
Stage Two: Immediate SuperVisor
If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to writing on the
approved form and presented to the immediate supervisor appropriate to the situation
within ten (10) school days after the informal conference, except that if the informal
conference was held during the month of June or during the school summer recess, the
alleged grievance shall be reduced to writing within ten (10) calendar days after the
date of the informal conference. ,
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1406.2
1407
1407.1
Within two (2) school days after the written grievance is presented to him or her, the
said immediate supervisor shall render a decision thereon, in writing~ and pre~ent said
answer to the aggrieved party and to the Association, except that if the written
grievance is presented to the immediate supervisor in June or during the school summer
recess, he or she shall render a decision thereon, in writing, in accordance with this
procedure within two (2) calendar days after the written grievance was presented.
S~ge Three: . Superintendent
If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Stage Two of the grievance procedure,
said aggrieved party shall, within ten (10) school days present the written grievance and
the written decision of the immediate supervisor to the Superintendent or his designee,
except that if the written decision is received during the month of June or during the
school summer recess, the written grievance and the written decision of the immediate
supervisor shall be presented to the Superintendent within ten (10) calendar days from
the date the written decision of the immediate supervisor was received.
1407.2 Within five (5) school days after the written grievance and written decision at Stage
Two are presented to him, the Superintendent or his designee shall convene a hearing
with the aggrieved party and all parties-in-interest.
1407.3
1408
1408.1
1408.2
1408.3
Within ten (10) school days after the close of the hearing, the Superintendent or his
designee shall present his written decision to the aggrieved party. and to the
Association, except that if the hearing was held during the month of June or during the
school summer recess, the Superintendent or his designee shall present his written
decision to the aggrieved party and to the Association within ten (10) calendar days
after the close of the hearing.
Arbitration
If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Stage Three and if the aggrieved party
and the Association wish to proceed further under the grievance procedure, the
aggrieved party and the Association shall within five (5) school days after receipt of the
decision at Stage Three present the. Superintendent with a written request that the
grievance be submitted to arbitration, except that if the decision at Stage Three is
received during the month of June or during the school summer recess, the aggrieved
party must present the written request for arbitration within five (5) calendar days after
receipt of the decision at Stage Three.
Within ten (10) schoo1.days, a request for a list of arbitrators will be made jointly to the
American Arbitration Association, except that if this occurs during the month of June
or during the school summer recess, the request to the American Arbitration
Association will be made within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the request for
arbitration. Once the parties have contacted the American Arbitration Association, they
agree to be bound by the rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association
in the selection of an arbitrator. . .
The selected arbitrator shall hear the matter promptly and shall issue his or her decision
not later- than fourteen (14) calendar days from the date of the close of the hearing, or if
oral hearings have been waived, then from the date the fmal statements and proofs are
submitted to the arbitrator. The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth
the arbitrator's fmdings of fact, reasoning and conclusions on the issues.
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1408.4 The arbitrator shall have nopower or authority to make any decisi~n which requires the.
commission of an act prohibited by law; which is violative of the terms of this
Agreement; which alters, modifies, adds to or subtracts from the provisions of this
Agreement. .
1.408.5 The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties.
1408.6 The cost of the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the District and the
Association.
Jl501
1502
ARTICLE 15
Professional Staff Member Discipline
A professional staff member shall be entitled to representation by the Association when
in the course of an investigation, an administrator or unit member believes that any
further information provided may become the subject of a letter critical of performance
or disciplinary action against the professional staff member (i.e. letter of reprimand,
suspension without payor discharge). When a request for such representation is made,
no disciplinary action shall be taken with respect to the professional staff member until
such representation of the Association is present.
All information forming the basis for disciplinary action will be made available to the
professional staff member. . .
ARTICLE 16
Fair Dismissal Procedure
In the event the Superintendent intends to reco~end to the Board the dismissal for
cause of a professional staff member or intends to recommend that a probationary
professional staff member not be granted tenure, he shall give notice of his intention by
April 1 to professional staff appointed in September and no later than ten (10) weeks
before the anniversary date of the staff member's appointment wi~ respect to the staff
appointed mid-year.
1601.1 These notice dates shall not'be applicable during the fIrst year of employment by the
District. . .
1601
1601.2 If the probationary period applicable to a particular professional staff member is
amended, the notice dates above shall not be applicable.
1601.3 It is understood that the terminations refeITed to herein relate only to termination for
teaching performance. .
1602 A professional staff member who has received a notice of intention from the
Superintendent may request the specific reasons in writing within five (5) school days
of the receipt of such notice. The Superintendent shall provide the staff member with
the reasons for dismissal within five (5) school days after receipt of the request.
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&1603
1604
1605
1701
1702
Any professional staff member notified of the intent to dismiss for cause under this
Article has the right, at his request, to have a hearing before the Board prior to any final
action by the Board with resp.ect to the recommended dismissal. A professional staff
member shall be given at least thirty (30) days notice of dismissal. .
Any decision by the Board, in consideration of this Article, shall not be subject to
review under the grievance procedure or by any administrative agency (Le., Public
Employment Relations Board, Commissioner of Education, etc.) and the seeking of
relief pursuant to this procedure for a Board hearing shall constitute a waiver of any
right to seek a hearing on the dismissal in any other forum, and the seeking of relief in
any other form shall constitute a waiver of the right to a hearing before the Board
hereunder.
Nothing herein shall preclude the suspension of a professional staff member pending a
decisfon on dismissal. .
ARTICLE 17
Curriculum Committees
The Association recognizes that educational policies, cuniculum revision, in-service
education and similar matters related to the improvement and evaluation of the educa-
tional program are the primary responsibility of the Board. The Board also recognizes.
that these matters are a joint concern of the administrative and teaching staff.
Cuniculum Committees (of professional staft), such as the .Instructional Forum, shall
be established from time to time to work with the Superintendent. Such committees
shall be selected in consultation with the personnel affected by proposed changes. The
result of committee work shall be presented to the personnel affected by proposed
changes before being presented to the Board.
Each such cuniculum committee shall have a chairperson. It shall be the responsibility
of each committee chairperson to keep the B.uilding Principal infonned of the progress
and recommendations of the committee. The Building Principal, in turn, is responsible
for keeping appropriate staff informed. .
1703 Proposals from teachers to adjust or innovate from the standard curriculum shall be
considered by the appropriate curriculum committee.
1704
1801
It is understood that tnembers of the Batavia Instructional Forum shall be given up to
two (2) half-days free from teaching to serve on this committee.
ARTICLE 18
. Association Business
The Superintendent shall make available, without charge to the Association, facilities
for the meetings of the Association's Executive Council, for general meetings of the
Association and for committee meetings of the Association. These meetings must be
scheduled with appropriate Building Principal and must not interfere with the regularly
scheduled educational programs of the Batavia City Schools.
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1802
1901
1901.1
The Association shall be pennitted use of duplicating equipment and shall be give~
access to the school mailboxes to place' Association materials for all members of the .
professional staff to the extent that such does not interfere with the normal operation of
the schools. The Association may also post materials in the faculty rooms of each
building. Duplicating supplies shall be made available to the Association by the
District at cost.
ARTICLE 19
Termination Benefits .
A professional staff member who voluntarily tenninates his or her employment under
one of the following conditions shall be eligible for payment to compensate, for prior
services rendered to the District.
The teacher must terminate his or her employment not later than July 1 following the
teacher's first eligibility for service retirement benefits without reduction from the New
York State Teachers' Retirement System under the terms and conditions of their
respective tier. The teacher must have ten (10) years of active service ~n the District at
the time of termination.
1901.2 The teacher must tenmnate his or her employment not later than' the July 1 following
the date that the teacher becomes eligible for benefits without penalty under the New
York State .Teachers' Retirement System and the. teacher must have ten (10) years of
active service in the District at the time of termination.
1902
1903
1904
A teacher wishing to take advantage of this' termination pay benefit must submit a
formal letter of resignation to the Superintendent no later than the March 15 prior to the
date on which the termination is to occur.
Lump Sum Termination Pay
Any teacher terminating his or her services during the 1999-2002 school years who
meets the conditions of this Article shall be paid fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000).
Sick Leave Accumulation Credit
A teacher who voluntarily terminates his or her employment under the conditions set
forth in subparagraph number 1901 above shall be eligible for 100% sick leave
accumulation credit providing he/she is at least fifty-five (55) years of age and eligible
for full-time retirement benefits under the New York State Teachers' Retirement
System.
. 1904.1 Accumulated sick leave shall be credited at the rate of 1/200th of the teacher's fmal ten
(10) month salary for every day of sick leave accumulated at the time of termination.
. . .
1904.2 The District will purchase health insurance through the current District plan for the
benefit of the teacher with the money credited to the teacher for accumulated sick leave.
JL904.3 If both husband and wife were employees of the District, upon retirement of both, if
one spouse predeceases the other, the surviving spouse shall be allowed to draw.
insurance credit to the maximum allowed for both.
I.
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1905
1906
1907
1908
2001
2002
The lump sum payment and accumulated sick leave credit shall be given only for
voluntary terminations of employment by the teacher. It shall not be paid for
terminations for cause by the District or for layoffs.
Payment of the lump sum shall be made to the teacher in the school year of the July 1
termination of employment.
'
This Article shall take effect the date this contract is signed by both parties.
In order to encourage early notification of professional staff member's resignation from
the District, other than for retirement purposes, the District will continue to pay its
portion of the staff member's health insurance coverage:
A. Until October 31 for those who submit their resignation by April 1.
B. Until October 15 for those who submit their
resignation by April 15.
C. Until October 1 for those who submit their resignation by April 30.
the employer's contribution shall be at the rate paid during the period in which the
employee worked and not for any increase for the upcoming school year in which the
employee resigned.
'
In no case shall the District make its contribution where the employee is subject ~odual
coverage.
'
ARTICLE 20
Miscellaneous
Any time this Agreement requires the Superintendent to communicate with the
Association, contacting the President of the Association shall satisfy said requirement.
The parties agree to share available and non~confidential information, statistics, and
records upon reasonable request which may be necessary to make intelligent decisions
relevant to negotiations or necessary for the proper enforcement of terms of this
A~eemem. '
2003 The Association may initiate a Joint'Study Committee which shall be composed of
representatives from the Association, the Administration, the Board, the student body
and the community to develop the educational goals and philosophy of the Batavia City
School System.
2004 The President and Vice President of the Association shall meet with the Superintendent
at least once per month during the school year to discuss issues of mutual interest and
concern. The purpose is to improve trust, unders'tanding and communications between
the parties and throughout the District. These meetings shall be conducted according to
the following guidelines: '
2004.1 Minutes shall be taken, jointly signed by the Superintendent and the Association
President and communicated throughout the District
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2004.2 "Live" grievances shall not be discussed.
2004.3 Agenda items shall be communicated to the other party in advance whenever possible.
~~004.4 The meeting may be opened up to others if the parties agree.
2004.5 Either party may veto agenda items.
~~004.6 In the event either party is not satisfied with the results obtained on an agenda item after
discussing said item in two (2) monthly meetings, it may take such other steps to get
action as are available to that party.
2005 The Association and the District agree to share the cost of printing three hundred and
fifty (350) copies of this Agreement in booklet form.
2006 Letters of intentions have been exchanged between the Superintendent and the
Association on certain issues. Copies of these letters may be seen by contacting any
officer of the Association. The issues are:
2006.1 Section 1111 (following precedent, a letter from the Superintendent to the Association
outlining the option of twelve (12) personal days allocated to the President of the
Association for Association business or hislher designee, for Association business). No
one person shall use more than ten (10) days per year.
2007 The Association President may appoint one member to any committee whose
membership is composed of a majority of teachers. The teacher who is appointed by
the Association must be qualified to serve on the committee (i.e. if the committee deals
with elementary concerns, the appointee must be from the elementary faculty; if the
committee is for a building concern, the teacher must be from the building).
ARTICLE 21
Civil Service Law, Article 14, Section 204-a
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDmONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROV AL.
ARTICLE 22
Savings Clause
If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement 10 any
employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to the law, then such provision
or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted
by law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect.
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ARTICLE 23
Duration
Except as otherwise noted herein, this Agreemerit shall become effective on July 1,
1999, and shall continue in full force and effect through June 30, 2002. The
Association and the Superintendent shall present their proposals for any modifications
of this Agreement not later than February 15, 2002. .
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto set their hands and seal thisol.s+day of
January, 2000. .
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF
1~~NEWYORK
~.
By: Richard G. Stutzman, Jr.
BATAVIA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
.
~rI~By: Glenna Hinkson.
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City School District of Batavia, New York Base Salary $23,015
Schedule A Masters 750
1999-2000 Graduatelln- 69
Service Hours
Longevity 18: $1,500
Longevity 21: $1,600
Longevity 24: $1,700
-<
~4.~
Step Index 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 27-29 30-32 33-35 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-47 48-50
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours. Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
1 1.21 28768 28975 29182 29389 29596 29803 30010 30217 30424 30631 30838 31045 31252 31459 31666 31873 32080
2. 1.28 30432 30639 30846 31053 31260 31467 31674 31881 32088 32295 32502 32709 32916 33123 33330 33537 .33744
3 1.34 31859 32066 32273 32480 32687 32894 33101 33308 33515 33722 33929 34136 34343 34550 34757 34964 35171
4 1.41 33523 33730 33937 34144 34351 34558 34765 34972 35179 35386 35593 35800 36007 36214 36421. 36628 36835
5 1.47 34950 35157 35364 35571 35778 35985 36192 36399 36606 36813 37020 37227 37434 37641 37848 38055 38262
6 1.54 36614 36821 37028 37235 37442 37649 37856 38063 38270 38477 38684 38891 39098 39305 39512 39719 39926
7 1.60 38040. 38247 38454 38661 38868 39075 39282 39489 39696 39903 40110 40317 40524 40731 40938 41145 41352
8 1.66 39467 39674 39881 40088 40295 40502 40709 40916 41123 41330 41537 41744 41951 42158 42365 42572 42779
9 1.73 41131 41338 41545 41752 41959 42166 42373 42580 42787 42994 43201 43408 43615 43822 44029 44236 44443
10 1.79 42558 42765 42972 43179 43386 43593 43800 44007 44214 44421 44628 44835 45042 45249 45456 45663 45870
11 1.86 44222 44429 44636 44843 45050 45257 45464 45671 45878 46085 46292 46499 46706 46913 47120 47327 47534
12 1.92 45648 45855 46062 46269 46476 46683 46890 47097 47304 47511 47718 47925 48132 48339 . 48546 48753 48960
13 1.99 47313 47520 47727 47934 48141 48348 48555 48762 48969 49176 49383 49590 49797 50004 50211 50418 50625
14 2.06 48977 49184 49391 49598 49805 50012. 50219 50426 50633 50840 51047 51254 51461 51668 51875 52082 52289
15 2.22 ~~52988 53195 53402 53609 53816 54023 54230 54437 54644 54851 55058 55265 55472 55679 55886 56093
Step 51-53 54-56 . 57-59 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71 72-74 75-77 78-80 81-83 84-86 87-89 90-92 93-95 96-98 99- 102- 105
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 101 104 Hours
Hours Hours
1 32287 32494 32701 32908 33115 33322 33529 33736 33943 34150 34357 34564 34771 34978 35185 35392 35599 35806 3601::
2 33951 34158 34365 34572 34779 34986 35193 35400 35607 35814 36021 36228 36435 36642 36849 37056 37263 37470 3767i
3 35378 35585 35792 35999 36206 36413. 36620 36827 37034 37241 37448 37655 37862 38069 38276 38483 38690 38897 3910l
4 37042 37249 37456 37663 37870 38077 38284 38491 38698. 38905 39112 39319 39526 39733 .39940 40147 40354 40561 40761
5 38469 38676 38883 39090 39297 39504 39711 39918 40125 40332 40539 40746 40953 41160 41367 41574 41781 41988 .4219~
6 40133 40340 40547 40754 40961 41168 41375 41582 41789 41996 42203 42410 42617 42824 43031 43238 43445 . 43652 4385~
7 41559 41766 41973 42180 42387 42594 42801 43008 43215 43422 43629 43836 44043 44250 44457 44664 44871 45078 4528~
8 42986 43193 43400 43607 43814 44021 44228 44435 44642 44849. 45056 45263 45470 45677 45884 46091 46298 46505 4671
~9
44650 44857 45064 45271 45478 45685 45892 46099 46306 46513 46720 46927 47134 47341 47548 47755 47962 48169 4837(
10 46077 46284 46491 46698 46905 47112 47319 47526 47733 47940 48147 48354 48561 48768 48915 49182 49389 49596 4980::
11 47741 47948 " 48155 48362 48569 48776 48983 49190 49397 49604 49811 50018 "50225 50432 50639 50846 51053 51260 5146~
12 49167 49374 49581 49788
.
49995 50202 50409 50616 50823 51030 51237 51444 51651 51858 52065 52272 52479 52686 5289::
13 50832 51039 51246 51453 51660 51867 52074 52281 52488 52695 52902 53109 53316 53523 53730 53937 54144 54351 5455f
14 52496 52703 52910 53117 53324 53531 53738 53945 54152
. 54359 54566 54773 54980 55187 55394 55601 55808 56015 5622:
15 56300 56507 56714 56921 57128 57335 57542 57749 57956 58163 58370 58577 58784 58991 59198 59405 59612 59819 6oo2t
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City School District of Batavia, New York Base Salary $24,087
Schedule A Masters 750
2000-2001 Graduatelln- 71
Service Hours
Longevity 18: $1,700
Longevity 21: $1,850
Longevity 24: $2,000
Step Index 0-2 3-S 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 27-29 30-32 33-35 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-47 48..50
Hows Hows Hows Hours Hows Hours Hours Hows Hours Hours Hours Hows Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
1 1.21 29145 29358 29571 29784 29997 30210 30423 30636 30849 31062 31275 31488 31701 31914 32127 32340 32553
2 1.28 30831 31044 31257 31410 31683 31896 32109 32322 32535 32148 32961 33174 33387 33600 33813 34026 34239
3 1.34 32216 32489 32702 32915 33128 33341 33554 33161 33980 34193 34406 34619 34832 35045 35258 35411 35684
4 1.41 33962 34175 34388 34601 34814 35027 35240 35453 35666 35879 36092 36305 36518 36731 36944 37157 37370
5 1.47 35407 35620 35833 36046 . 36259 36472 36685 36898 37111 37324 37531 31150 37963 38176 38389 38602 38815
6 1.54 37094 37307 37520 31133 37946 38159 38372 38585 38198 39011 39224 39431 39650 39863 40016 40289 40502
7 1.60 38539 . 38752 38965 39178 39391 39604 39817 40030 40243 40456 40669 40882 41095 41308 41521 41734 41947
8 1.66 39984 40197 40410 40623 40836 41049 41262 41415 41688 41901 42114 42321 42540 42153 42966 43119 43392
9 1.13 41610 41883 42096 42309 42522 42735 42948 43161 43314 43581 43800 44013 44226 44439 44652 44865 45078
10 1.79 43115 43328 43541 43754 43967 44180 44393 44606 44819 45032 45245 45458 45671 45884 46091 46310 . 46523
11 1.86 44801 45014 45227 45440 45653 :45866 46079 46292 46505 46118 46931 47144 47357 41570 41183 47996 48209
12 1.92 46246 46459 46672 . 46885 47098 i47311 47524 41731 47950 48163 48376 48589 48802 49015 49228 49441 49654
13 1.99 47933 48146 48359 48572 48785 48998 49211 49424 49637 49850 50063 50216 50489 50102. 50915 51128 51341
14 2.06 49619 49832 50045 50258 50471 50684 50897 51110 51323 51536 51749 51962 52175 52388 52601 52814 53027.
15 2.22 53413 53686 53899 54112 54325 54538 54151 54964 55111 55390 . 55603 55816 56029 56242 56455 56668 56881
Step 51-53 54-56 57-59 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71 72-14 ,15-11 78-80 81-83 84-86 81-89 90-92 93-95 96-98 99- 102- 105
Hows Hours Hows Hows Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 101 104 Hours
Hours Hours
1 32166 32979 33192 33405 33618 33831 34044 34257 34470 34683 34896 35109 35322 35535 35748 35961 36174 36381 36600
2 34452 34665 34878 35091 35304 35517 35730 35943 36156 36369 36582 36795 37008 37221 31434 37641 37860 38073 38286
3 35897 36110 36323 . 36536 36749 36962 37175 37388 37601 37814 38027 38240 38453 38666 38879 39092 39305 39518 39731
4 37583 31196 38009 38222 38435 38648 38861 39074 39287 . 39500 39713 39926 40139 40352 40565 40118 40991 41204 41417
5 39028 39241 39454. 39667 39880 40093 40306' 40519 40132 40945 41158 41371 41584 41791 42010 42223 42436 42649 42862
6 40115 40928 41141 41354 41567 41780 41993 42206 42419 42632 42845 43058 43271 43484 43697 43910 44123 44336 44549
7 42160 42373 42586 42799 43012 43225 43438 43651 43864 44077 44290 44503 44716 44929 45142 45355 45568 45781 45994
8 43605 43818 44031 44244 44457 44670 44883 45096 45309 45522 45735 45948 46161 46374 46587 46800 . 47013 47226 47439
9 45291 45504 45717 45930 46143 46356 46569 46782 46995 47208 47421 47634 47847 48060 48273 48486 48699 48912 49125
10 46736 46949 47162 47375 47588 47801 48014 48227 48440 48653 48866 49079 49292 49505 49718 49931 50144 50357 50570
11 48422 48635 48848 49061 49274 49487 49700 49913 50126 50339 50552 50765 50978 51191 51404 51617 51830 52043 52256
12 49867 50080 50293 50506 50719 50932 51145 51358 51571 51784 5}997 52210 52423 52636 52849 53062 53275 53488 53701
13 51554 51761 51980 52193 52406 52619 52832 53045 53258 53471 53684 53897 54110 54323 54536 54749 54962 55175 55388
14 53240 53453 53666 53879 54092 54305 54518 54731 54944 55157 55370 55583 55796 56009 56222 56435 56648 56861 57074
15 57094 57307 57520 51133 57946 58159 58372 58585 58798 59011 59224 59437 59650 59863 60016 60289 60502 60715 60928
Base Salary $24,381
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City School District of Batavia, New York
Schedule A Masters 750
2001-2002 GraduaielIii- '7",-r
Service Hours
Longevity 18: $1,800
Longevity 21 : $2,000
Longevity 24: $2,200
Step Index 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 27-29 30-32 33-35 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-47 48-50
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
1 1.21. 29501 29723 29945 30167 30389 30611 30833 31055 31277 31499 31721 . 31943 32165 32387 32609 32831 33053
2 1.28 31208 31430 31652 31874 32096 32318 32540 32762 32984 33206 33428 33650 33872 34094 34316 34538 34760
3 1.34' 32671 32893 33115 33337 33559 33781 34003 34225 34447 34669 34891 35113 35335 35557 35779 36001 36223
4 1.41 34378 34600 34822 35044 35266 35488 35710 35932 36154 36376 36598 36820 37042 37264 37486 37708 37930
5 1.47 35841 36063 36285 36507 36729 36951 37173 37395 37617 37839 38061 38283 38505 38727 38949 39171 39393
6 1.54 37547 37769 37991 38213 38435 38657 38879 39101 39323 39545 39767 39989 40211 40433 40655 40877 41099
7 1.60 39010 39232 39454 39676 39898 40120 40342 40564 40786 41008 41230 41452 41674 41896 42118 42340 42562
8 1.66 40473 40695 40917 41139 41361 41583 41805 42027 42249 42471 42693 42915 43137 43359 43581 43803 44025
9 1.73 42180 42402 42624 42846 43068 43290 43512 43734 43956 44178 44400 44622 44844 45066 45288 45510 45732
10 1.79 43643 43865 44087 44309. 44531 44753 44975 45197 45419 45641 45863 46085 46307 46529 46751 46973 47195
11 1.86 45349 45571 45793 46015 46237 46459 46681 46903 47125 47347 47569 47791 48013 48235 48457 48679 48901
12 1.92 46812 47034 47256 47478 47700 47922 48144 48366 48588 48810 49032 49254 49476 49698 '49920 50142 50364 .,
13 1.99 48519 48741 48963 49185 49407 49629 49851 50073 50295 50517 50739 50961 51183 51405 51627 51849 52071
14 2.06 50225 50447 .50669 50891 51113 51335 51557 51779 52001 52223 52445 52667 52889 53111 53333 53555 53777
15 2.22 54127 54349 54571 54793 55015 55237 55459 55681 55903 56125 56347 56569 56791 57013 57235 57457 57679
Step 51-53 54-56 57-59 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71 72-74 75-77 78-80 81-83 84-86 87-89 90-92 93-95 96-98 99- 102- 105
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 101 104 Hour!
Hours Hours
1 33275 33497 33719 33941 34163 34385 34607 34829 35051 35273 35495 35717 35939 36161 36383 36605 36827 37049 3727:
2 34982 35204 35426 35648 35870 36092 36314 36536 36758 36980 37202 37424 37646 37868 38090 38312 38534 38756 38971
3 36445 36667 36889 37111 37333 37555 37777 37999 38221 38443 38665 38887 39109 39331 39553 39775 39997 40219 4044:
4 38152 38374 38596 38818 39040 39262 39484 39706 39928 40150 40372 40594 40816 41038 41260 41482 41704 41926 42141
5 39615 .39837 40059 40281 40503 40725 40947 41169 41391 41613 41835 42057 '42279 42501 42723 42945 43167 43389 4361:
6 41321 41543 41765 41987 42209 42431 42653 42875 43097 43319 43541 43763 43985 44207 44429 44651 44873 45095 453r
7 42784 43006 43228 43450 43672 43894 44116 44338 44560 44782 45004 45226 45448 45670 45892 46114 46336 . 46558 46781
8 44247 44469 44691 44913 45135 45357 45579 45801 46023 46245 46467 46689 46911 47133 47355 . 47577 47799 48021 4824:
9 45954 46176 46398 46620 46842 47064 47286 47508 47730 47952 48174 48396 48618 48840 49062 49284 49506 49728 49951
10 47417 47639 47861 48083 48305 48527 48749 48971 49193 49415 49637 49859 50081 50303 50525 50747 50969 51191 5141:
11 49123 49345 49567 49789 50011 50233 50455 50677 50899 51121 51343 51565 51787 52009 52231 52453 52675 52897 5311~
12 50586 50808 51030 51252 51474 51696 51918 52140 52362 52584 52806 53028 53250 53472 53694 53916 54138. 54360 5458:
13 52293 52515 52737 52959 53181 53403' 53625 53847 54069 54291 54513 54735 54957 55179 55401 55623 55845 56067 5628~
14 53999 54221 54443 54665 54887 55109 55331 55553 55775 55997 56219 56441 56663 56885 57107 57329 57551 57773 5799~
15 57901 58123 58345 58567 58789 59011 59233 59455 59677 59899 60121 60343 60565 60787 61009 61231 61453 61675 6189"
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City School District of Batavia, New York
Schedule A,
1999-00/2000-01/2001-02
NOTES: 1999-00
Al Graduatellnservice Hours -- Sixty-nine (69) dollars per hour payable in blocks
of three (3). To earn one (1) inservice credit, twenty (20) clock hours shall
be needed.
A2 Masters Degree - Seven hundred fifty ($750) dollars. Payment for first Master's
Degree earned will not be paid to new hires after July 1, 1997. .
A3 For those staff members who have reached the ninety-nine (99) graduate hour
maximum, the District shall pay for a maximum of six (6) hours taken and approved
after July 1, 1993, in blocks of three (3).
A4 After a staff member completes eighteen (18) years of teaching, fifteen (15) in Batavia,
one (1) fifteen hundred ($1,500) dollar increment shall be added to the staff member's
base salary.
A5 After a staff member completes twenty one (21) years of teaching, eighteen (18) in
Batavia, an additional sixteen hundred ($1,600) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base salary.
.
A6 After a staff member completes twenty-four (24) years of teaching, twenty-one (21) in
Batavia, an additional seventeen hundred ($1,700) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base salary.
A7 The Superintendent may place new teachers on any appropriate step for training and experience.
AS Payment for a Doctorate Degree shall be a stipend of one thousand fifty (1,050) dollars, to be paid
in two (2) successive annual payments of five hundred twenty five (525) dollars each.
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NOTES: 2000-01
Al Graduatellnservice Hours -- Seventy-one (71) dollars per hour payable in blocks
of three (3). To earn one (1) inservice credit, twenty (20) clock hours shall
be needed.
A2 Masters Degree - Seven hundred fifty ($750) dollars. Payment for first Master's
Degree earned will not be paid to new hires after July 1, 1997
A3 For those staff members who have reached the ninety-nine (99) graduate hour
maximum, the District shall pay for a maximum of six (6) hours taken and approved
after July 1, 1993, ~nblocks of three (3).
. A4 After a staff member completes eighteen (18) years of teaching, fifteen (15) in Batavia,
one (1) seventeen hundred ($1,700) dollar increment shall be added to the staff member's
base salary.
AS After a staff member completes twenty one (21) years of teaching, eighteen (18) in
Batavia, an additional eighteen hundred and fifty ($1,850) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base salary.
.
A6 After a staff member completes twenty-four (24) years of teaching, twenty-one (21) in
Batavia, an additional two thous~nd ($2,000) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base salary.
A7 The Superintendent may place new teachers on any appropriate step for training and experience.
. A8 Payment for a Doctorate Degree shall be a stipend of one thousand fifty (1,050) dollars, to be paid
in two (2) successive annual payments of five hundred twenty five (525) dollars each.
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..
NOTES: 2001~02
Al Graduatellnservice Hours -- Seventy-four (74) doUars per hour payable in blocks
of three (3). To earn one (I) inservice credit, twenty (20) clock hours shall
be needed.
A2 Masters Degree - Seven hundred fifty ($750) dollars. Payment for first Master's
. Degree earned will not be paid to new hires after July 1, 1997
A3 For those staff members who have reached the ninety-nine (99) graduate hour
maximum, the District shall pay for a maximum of six (6) hours taken and approved
after July 1, 1993, in blocks of three (3).
A4 After a staff member completes eighteen (18) years of teaching, fifteen (15) in Batavia,
one (1) eightteen hundred ($1,800) dollar increm~nt shall be added to the staff member's
base salary.
.
A5 After a staff member completes twenty one (21) years of teaching, eighteen (18) in
Batavia, an additional two thousand ($2,000) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base salary.
.
A6 After a staff member completes twenty-four (24) years of teaching, twenty-one (21) in
Batavia, an additional twenty-two hundred ($2,200) dollar increment shall be added to the staff
member's base. salary.
A7 The Superintendent may place new teachers on any appropriate step for training and experience.
A8 Payment for a Doctorate Degree shall be a stipend of one thousand fifty (1,050) dollars, to be paid
in two (2) successive annual payments of five hundred twenty five (525) dollars each.
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City School District of Batavia
ScheduleB
1999.2000
BASESALARYEffective July 1,1999 23775
INDEX
8-15 16Hours 8-15 16Hours
step 3 Years Hours or More step 3 Years Hours or More
1 0.92 0.95 0.98 1 21873 22586 23300
2 0.99 1.02 1.05 2 23537 24251 24964
3 1.05 1.08 1.11 3 24964 25677 26390
4 1.12 1.15 1.18 4 26628 27341 28055
5 1.19 1.22 1.25 5 28292 29006 29719
6 1.25 1.28 1.31 6 29719 30432 31145
7 1.33 1.36 1.39 7 31621 32334 33047
8 1.39 1.42 1.45 8 33047 33761 34474
9 1.46 1.49 1.52 9 34712 35425 36138
10 1.52 1.55 1.58 10 36138 36851 37565
11 1.58 1.61 1.64 11 37565 38278 38991
12 1.65 1.68 1.71 12 39229 39942 40655
13 1.71 1.74 1.77 13 40655 41369 42082
14 1.78 1.81 1.84 14 42320 43033 43746
15 1.84 1.87 1.90 15 43746 44459. 45173
16 1.91 1.94 1.97 16 45410 46124 46837
17 1.98 2.01 2.04 17 47075 47788 48501
18 2.05 2.08 2.11 18 48739 49452 50165
Nurse, Attendance Supervisors and Dental Hygiene teachers who do not have a Baccalaureate Degree
will be placed on their step in three (3) years column. Nurse, Attendance Supervisors having a
permanent certificate may qualify for salary adjustments by completing the hours of training specified.
Dental Hygiene teachers must complete thirty (30) hours of professional courses beyond their training
as dental hygienists before they become eligible for salaries above the state-mandated maximum.
In-School Suspension Monitors are also covered by Schedule B, unless they are an excessed Schedule
A teachers.
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City SchoolDistrict of Batavia
Schedule B
2000.2001
BASESALARY EfI'ectlveJuly 1,2000 24087
INDEX
8-15 16Hours 8-15 16Hours
step 3 Years Hours or More step 3 Years Hours or More
1 0.92 0.95 0.98 1 22160 22883 23605
2 0.99 1.02 1.05. 2 23846 24569 25291
3 1.05 1.08 1.11 3 25291 26014 26737
4 1.12 1.15 1.18 4 26977 27700 28423
5 1.19 1.22 1.25 5 28664 29386 30109
6 1.25 1.28 1.31 6 30109 30831 31554
7 1.33 1.36 1.39 7 32036 32758 33481
8 1.39 1.42 1.45 8 33481 34204 34926
9 1.46 1.49 1.52 9 35167 35890 36612
10 1.52 1.55 1.58 10 36612 37335 38057
11 1.58 1.61 1.64 11 38057 38780 39503
12 1.65 1.68 1.71 12 39744 40466 41189
13 1.71 1.74 1.77 13 41189 41911 42634
14 1.78 1.81 1.84 14 42875 43597 44320
15 1.84 1.87 1.90 15 . 44320 45043 45765
16 1.91 1.94 1.97 16 46006 46729 47451
17 1.98 2.01 2.04 11 47692 48415 49137
18 2.05 2.08 2.11 18 49378 50101 50824
Nurse, Attendance Supervisors and Dental Hygiene teachers who do not have a Baccalaureate Degree
will be placed on their step in three (3) years column. Nurse, Attendance Supervisors having a .
permanent certificate may qualify for salary adjustments by completing the hours of training specified.
Dental Hygiene teachers must complete thirty (30) hours of professional courses beyond their training
as dental hygienists before they be.come eligible for salaries above the state-mandated maximum.
In-Schoo! Suspension Monitors are also covered by Schedule B, unless they are an excessed Schedule
A teachers.
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City School District or Batavia
Schedule B
2001-2002
BASESALARYEffective July 1,2001 24381
INDEX
8-15 16Hours 8-15 16Hours
step '3 Years Hours or More step 3 Years Hours or More
I 0.92 0.95 0.98 I 22431 23162 23893
2 0.99 1.02 1.05 2 24137 24869 25600
3 1.05 1.08 1.11 3 25600 26331 27063
4 1.12 1.15 1.18 4 27307 28038 28770
5 1.19 1.22 1.25 '5 29013 29745 30476
6 1.25 1.28 1.31 6 30476 31208 31939
7 1.33 1.36 1.39 7 32427 33158 33890
8 1.39 1.42 1.45 8 33890 34621 35352
9 1.46 1.49 1.52 9 35596 36328 37059
10 1.52 1.55 1.58 10 37059 37791 38522
11 1.58 1.61 1.64 11 38522 39253 39985
12 1.65 1.68 1.71 12 40229 40960 41692
13 1.71 1.74 1.77 13 41692 42423 43154
14 1.78 1.81 1.84 14 43398 44130 44861
15 1.84, 1.87 1.90 15 44861 45592 46324
16 1.91 1.94 1.97 16 46568 47299 48031
17 1.98 2.01 2.04 17 48274 49006 49737
18 2.05 2.08 2.11 18 49981 50712 51444
Nurse. Attendance Supervisors and Dental Hygiene teachers who do not have a Baccalaureate Degree
will be placed on their step in three (3) years column. Nurse. Attendance Supervisors having a
pennanent certificate may qualify for salary adjustments by completing the hours of training specified.
pental Hygiene teachers must complete thirty (30) hours of professional courses beyond their training
as dental hygienists before they become eligible for salaries above the state-mandated maximum.
In-School Suspension MonitorS are also covered by Schedule B. unless they are an excessed Schedule
A teachers.
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.CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF DATA VIA, NEW YORK
SCHEDULE "C", 1996-1999
DUTIES 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99 1999-00 1999-00 1999-00 2000-01 2000-01 2000-01 2001,,02 2001-02 2001-02
PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum
CENTOR Amount Amount CENTOR Amount Amount CENTOR Amount Amount CENTOR Amount Amount
STIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372
MUSIC
BAND
BeginningElementary 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364
'
1,631 .
Advanced Elementary 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
MiddleSchoolMarching 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
High School Marching 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 ,3,262
Middle Schoollazz Ensemble 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 '0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
'
High School1azzEnsemble 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Middle School Color Guard 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
High SchooColorGuard 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
CHORUS (If,After School)
BeginningElementary 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087
Advanced Elementary 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 ,
SpringChoir 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
ORCHESTRA
SuzukiStringProgram 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04', 1,818 2,175
Advanced Elementary 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 '1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
String Quartet 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
ChamberEnsemble 0.03 1,64 1,631 0.03 1,64 1,631 0.03 1,64 1,631 0.03 1,64 1,631
Senior High Musical
Director 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Assistant 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
2nd Assistnat 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
2nd Assistant 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
NYSSMA Participation (Up to Three at "
.01)
Senior High 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Middle School 0:03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
SPORTS
BASEBALL
Varsity 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806
Jr. Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719,
Modified A 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
SOFTBALL
Varsity 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07' 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806
Jr. Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 ' 1,631 ,0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
CHEBRLEADING
Football 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 O.OS 2,273 2,719 O.OS 2,273 2,719
Basketball 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273
'
2,719 0.05 ' 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Wrestling 0.05 2,273
'
2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
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DUTIES 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99 1999-00 1999-00 1999-00 2000-01 2000-01 2000-0I 2001-02 2001-02 2001-02
PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum
CENi OR Amount Amount CEN!OR Amount Amount CENT OR Amount Amount CENT OR Amount Amount
STIPEND $45,460 $54,312 STIPEND $45,460 $54,312 STIPEND $45,460 $54,312 STIPEND $45,460
.
$54,312
Basketball
Varsity 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,631 4,350
Varsity 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350
Jr. Varsity 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262
Jr. Varsity 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262
ModifiedA 0.045 2,046 2,447 0.045 2,046 2,441 0.045 2,046. 2,441 0.045 2,046 2,447
ModifiedB 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
ModifiedB 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
ModifiedB 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
ModifiedB 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Cross Country
Varsity 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,213. 2,719
Modified 0.03 1,364 .1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 . 1,364. 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Football
Varsity 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,631 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350
1st Assistant 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
1stAssignt 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Jr. Varsity 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Asst. Jr. Varsity 0.05. 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,213 2,719
Modified 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Asst. Modified 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Golf 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,119 0.05 2,213 2,719
Hockey
Varsity 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806
Assistant 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 .1,631
Soccer
Varsity 0.06 2,728 .3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,128 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Varsity 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Jr. Varsity 0.04 1,818 2,115 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,115
Jr. Varsity 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Swimming 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.01 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806
Tennis
Varsity 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,213 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Jr. Varsity 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 I,364 1,631
Jr. Varsity 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
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11.
DUTIES 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99 1999-00 1999-00 1999-00 2000-01 2000-01 2000-01 2001-02 2001-02 2001-02PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum MaximumCENT OR Amount Amount CENT OR Amount Amount CENT OR Amount Amount CENT OR Amount AmountSTIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372 STIPEND $45,460 $54,372
Track and Field
Varsity 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262Varsity 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Assistant 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175'Assistant 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Modified 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Modified 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Wrestling
Varsity 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350 0.08 3,637 4,350
Assistant 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
,VolleybaJl
Varsity 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806'
Varsity 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806 0.07 3,182 3,806
Jr. Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719
'
0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Jr Varsity 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Modified 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Indoor Track
Varsity 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262 0.06 2,728 3,262
ModifiedA 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
ModifiedB 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175ModifiedC 0.04 1,818 2,175 .0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Skiing 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Co-ED
INTRAMURALS
Twice Per Week
10 weeks, 1.5-2 Hours 0,02 909 1,087 0,02 909 1,087 0,02 909 1,087 0,02 909 1,087
OTHBRAcnVITIES
'
Bus Supervision 10.51 10.51 10.51 10.51
Chaperones 10.51 10.51 10.51 10.51
Dentention Supervisor 10.51 10.51 10.51 10.51
HomeTeaching 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36
LunchDuty 7.01 7.01 7.01 7.01
ChessClub 350 350 350 350
SAAD 350 350 350 350
AHEAD 350 350 350 350
National Honor Society
HighSchool 0.03 1,364 . 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Middle School 350 350 350 350
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DUTIES 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99 1999-00 1999-00 1999-00 2000-01 2000-01 2000-01 2001-02 2001-02 2001-02
PER Minimum. Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum Maximum PER Minimum MaximumCENT OR Amount Amount CENT OR Arnnllftt A rnnn..t CENTOR A..._.._.. Amount CEI',ITOR A__.._.. ...--.--.I""LIUUUIIL nlllUUln nlllUUIILSTIPEND $45,460 554,372 STIPEND $45,460 554,372 STIPEND $45,460 554,372 STIPEND $45,460 554,372NEWSPAPER
HighSchool 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175Middle School 350 350 350 350
Robert Monis 350 350 350 350MATH TEAM 350 350 350 350
CLASS ADVISORS
Senior 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719 0.05 2,273 2,719
Junior 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364. 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
Sophomore 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 .909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087
Freshman 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 . 0.02 909 1,087
DRAMATICS
High School 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 . 1,818
-
2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1"818 2,175Middle School 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544
STUDENT ACCOUNT TREASURER 0.10 4,546 .5,437 0.10 4,546 5,437 0.10 4,546 5,437 0.10 4,546 5,437
AUDIO VISUAL COORDINATOR
HighSchool 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818. 2,175
Middle School 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
AUDITORIUM SUPERVISOR
High School 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909. 1,087
LITERARY MAGAZINE
High School 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1.087
Middle School 0.02. 909 .1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 . 909 1,087
SAFETY PATROL COORDINATORS
.Elementary (3) 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544
STUDENTGOVERNMffiNT
ADVISORS
Elementary (3) 0.01 455 544 0.01 . 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544
Middle School 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544 0.01 455 544
HighSchool 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
YEARBOOK ADVISOR
High School ......;.. 0.04 1,818 2,175. 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175 0.04 1,818 2,175
Middle School 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087
ACADEMIC CHALLENGE 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631;
SKI CLUB (pER BUS) 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087 0.02 909 1,087
MOCK TRIAL 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631 0.03 1,364 1,631
MILEAGE RATE (IRS) IRS IRS IRS IRS
TRAVEL BETWEEN SCHOOLS IRS X 3.9 IRS X 3.9 IRS X 3.9 IRS X 3.9
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NOTES TO SCHEDULE C: :
1. . SCHEDULE.C SALARY ADJUSTMENTS
1999-00: Minimum and maximum shall be $45,460 and $54,372.
2. SCHEDULE C LONGEVITY
Add longevity stipend for years of service in a particular area of assignment according
to the following:
10-14 years: add 10% of.Schedule C salary based on position currently held.
15 years and up: add 15% of Schedule C salary based on position currently held.
Stipulations:
a. Years of service can be counted in a particular area regardless of level
(Le. Modified, JV, Varsity Baseball). Contract heading will designate
area of service.
b. Years of service are not to be counted in hourly wage assignments.
c. Each Schedule C area will accumulate longevity at no more than once!
year. (Intramurals is one assignment).
d. A "shared position" is a Schedule C assignment and each.will accumulate
longevity.
3. EXTENDED SEASON PAY
If a Varsity coach's season is lengthened by virtue of the team's and/or individual's
participation in.Intersectional Competition (beyond regular Section V competition)
the he!she shall be compensated by an additional stipend pro-rated per week at his!
her current Schedule C salary.
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a. Season is defined as: From first day of authorized practice to completion
of Section V competition. (Any part of a week constitutes a full week).
:
Stipulation: The coaches on a Varsity staff eligible for Extended Pay will be those
approved by the Board of Education for that level that season.
4. SCHEDULE C COMMITTEE
Requests for changes, new positions, salary adjustments, and/or corrections of
inequities will be channeled through a Schedule C Committee which includes
representatives of the Board, Administration, and BTA.
-
.~
The Schedule C Committee will review applications and job descriptions
submitted for new programs.
Schedule C positions left unfilled for two consecutive years may be reviewed
by the Schedule C Committee.
The Committee approved recommendations will be presented to the District
Superintendent and the President of BTA.
The Schedule C Committee will formally meet a minimum of two times per
school year.
In addition, a committee be established to review all Schedule C stipends and
submit recommendations for modifications, additions, deletions or other changes.
The Committee shall be established no later than February 1, 2000, and shall include
three (3) members selected by the Superintendent of Schools and three (3) members
selected by the President of the Association. The Committee shall submit its written report to both parties on or before June
15, 2000.
The Schedule C Committee will consist of:
Two Board of Education members (appointed by the President of
the Boarq of Education).
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s.
Three BT A members appointed by BTA President.
One Administrator (appointed by the Superintendent of Schools).
The Chairperson of the Schedule C Committee will be a second
Administrator without voting power (appointed by the Superintendent
of Schools).
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS: ;.
A. If more than one (1) person is an advisor, the amount shall be divided
proportionately.
B. The percent is to be applied to the amount being paid at the step and
training level established for the person concerned.
C. Schedule C appointments shall be made in a timely fashion.
D. If paid volunteers for intramural sports are not available, teachers of
Physical Education shall be required to coach one (1) sport per year with
pay.
E. Payment for services concerned by Schedule "C" shall be made according
to one of the following methods:
1. Payment shall be made in a lump sum and a separate check in
January andlor June. .
2. Payment shall be made within thirty (30) days of the completion
of the activity, providing that all teacher obligations have been
fulfilled. Claims for payment for Schedule "C" services and re-
lated mileage must be submitted on or before June 30 of the school
. year that the services were performed. Claims submitted after the
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June 30 date will not be approved for payment.
F. Requests for changes and/or correction of inequities shall be channeled
through previously established channels of communications.
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